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The partition refinement algorithm is the basis for most of the tools for
checking bisimulation equivalences and for computing minimal realisations
of CCS-like finite state processes. In this paper, we present a partition refine-
ment algorithm for the ?-calculus, a development of CCS where channel
names can be communicated. It can be used to check bisimilarity and to
compute minimal realisations of finite control processesthe ?-calculus
counterpart of CCS finite state processes. The algorithm is developed for
strong open bisimulation and can be adapted to late and early bisimula-
tions, as well as to weak bisimulations. To arrive at the algorithm, a few
laws, proof techniques, and four characterizations of open bisimulation
are proved. ] 2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Bisimulation is widely used for defining behavioural equivalences on terms of process
description languages. It has been extensively studied in CSS, where efficient algorithms
and tools for bisimulation checking have been devised. A prominent role among these
algorithms is occupied by the partition refinement algorithm [7, 11]. The algorithm
works in two phases: In the first, the state spaces of the processes to be checked
(i.e., the set of their derivatives under arbitrary sequences of actions) are separately
generated; in the second, a partition refinement procedure is applied to the union
of the state spaces, which terminates when the equivalence classes of bisimulation
are found. Most important, the same algorithm can be used to obtain a minimal
realisation of a process P, i.e., a process which has the minimum number of states
and transitions among all those bisimilar with P. In the case of CCS, algorithms for
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bisimilarity generally apply only to finite-state processes, syntactically described by
disallowing parallel composition within recursive definitions.
In this paper, we study bisimulation checking in the ?-calculus, a development
of CCS where channel names can be communicated. Name-passing increases the
expressiveness of the calculus, but it also dramatically affects the theoryabove all
the definition of bisimulation and its associated algorithms. In the ?-calculus, the
syntactic counterpart of CCS finite state processes are the finite control processes
[4]. Due to the creation of new names, finite control processes can exhibit an
infinite-state behaviour.
Three definitions of bisimulation, called late [8], early [8], and open [13], have
been proposed for the ?-calculus and vary in the way name instantiations are handled.
Here, we focus on open bisimulation, for these main reasons: First, by contrast with
the other two, open bisimulation is a full congruence; this can be used, for instance, for
compositional minimisations of processes. Second, the average complexity of checking
open bisimulation is expected to be substantially lower than those of late and early
bisimulations [2, 13, 15]. Third, a partition refinement algorithm for open bisimula-
tion presents more difficulties; hence one expects to extract algorithms for late and early
bisimulations from it. These points are developed further in the concluding section.
A possible drawback of open bisimulation is that it is tailored for a process
language that, as the original ?-calculus language [8], does not have mismatching,
that is testing for inequality of names. However, we are not aware of compelling
examples of applications of ?-calculus languages with mismatching.
Open bisimulation. Differently from early and late bisimulations, where free
names of processes are viewed as constants (hence cannot be identified), in open
bisimulation free names are viewed as free variables. However, permanent inequalities
on names can be imposed by means of distinctions, i.e., irreflexive and symmetric
relations on names. Distinctions allow us, for instance, to create constants by
declaring certain names different from all other names; they are also useful to
handle name extrusionssee below. We shall write tD to denote open bisimilarity
under distinction D.
We review some aspects of the symbolic characterisation of open bisimulation
[13]. Symbolic transitions are of the form P ww(M, :) P$ where, intuitively, M
represents the least condition, in the form of a conjunction of equalities between
names, under which action : can occur. A condition M determines an equivalence
relation on names; chosen as a representative for each equivalence class, M also
determines a name substitution _M which maps names to their representatives. We
write < for the ‘‘true’’ condition, that is the empty conjunction. Among the possible
forms of action :, there is the bound output a (b), which denotes the emission at a
of the private name b. Approximately, the clause of bisimilarity on bound outputs
says that if PtD Q and fn(P, Q) is the set of free names in P and Q, then:
whenever P www(M, a (b)) P$ with b not free in Q, there are N and Q$ such that
Q www(N, a (b)) Q$, M implies N, and (1)
P$tD$ Q$_M for D$ =
def
(D _ [b]_fn(P, Q)) _M
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Derivative Q$ and distinction D are updated according to the name equalities
imposed by condition M, and distinction [b]_fn(P, Q) is added to record the crea-
tion of the new name b, which cannot be identified with the previously known names.
Main problems for a partition algorithm. In (1), three forms of dependencies
between P and Q affect the transitions and the derivatives to examine:
Dependency 1. The name emitted by P cannot occur free in Q;
Dependency 2. The condition M in the transition of P determines a substitu-
tion _M which is applied onto the derivative of Q;
Dependency 3. There is a global distinction, which is updated using informa-
tion (the free names) from both processes.
These dependencies prevent us from generating the state spaces of P and Q
separately from each other, as requested in the first phase of the partition refine-
ment algorithm. Each dependency introduces a separate problem, which we now
discuss in more detail.
Dependency 1 is imposed to ensure that the bound name chosen by P can also
be chosen by Q and is necessary because bisimilar processes may have different sets
of free names, such as
P1 =
def P2+[a=e] c (b) .a(d ) .0 and P2 =
def c (b) .e(d ) .0 (2)
(a matching [a=e] means ‘‘if a=e then’’). The choice of the bound name could
be made locally if active names [9], instead of free names, were used. A name x
is active for a process P if x affects the behaviour of P, i.e., P and (&x) P are not
bisimilar ((&&) is the restriction construct). Active names would eliminate
Dependency 1 because bisimilar processes have the same sets of active names.
Unfortunately, computing active names is as difficult as computing bisimilarity. For
instance, assuming x not free in Q, then x is active in a( y), ([ y=x] P+Q) iff
P[xy]+Q[xy] and Q[xy] are not bisimilar.
Dependency 2 arises because conditions M and N on the transitions from P and
Q may be logically nonequivalent. This situation happens, for instance, when com-
paring processes P1 and P2 in (2), where transition P1 wwwww
([a=e], c (b)) a(d).0 is matched
by transition P2 www
(<, c (b)) e(d) .0, for under the condition [a=e] the two derivatives
are bisimilar (in this case, they are syntactically equal). However, this transition of
P1 does not add anything interesting to its behaviour, since it is covered by tran-
sition P1 www
(<, c (b)) e(d).0, which has a logically weaker condition. The first transition
can therefore be regarded as redundant. Indeed, if redundant transitions were ignored
in the bisimulation clauses, then Dependency 2 could be removed. But again, determin-
ing whether a transition is nonredundant is as difficult as computing bisimilarity.
To avoid Dependency 3, distinctions should be made local to processes and
should be locally updated. But the update of the local distinction of a process P has
to depend on its free names, otherwise the update might not be sound. As a conse-
quence, since bisimilar processes may have different free names, one must be able
to compare processes with different local distinctions. This makes it hard to obtain
a transitive bisimulation relation and to recover open bisimulation.
Our approach. In general, computing bisimilarity, active names, or nonredundant
transitions is of equal difficulty, since, unfortunately, they all depend on each other.
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Our algorithm will hence compute bisimilarity, active names, and nonredundant tran-
sitions at the same time. Since bisimulation is defined as a greatest fixed point, whereas
active names and nonredundant transitions are defined as smallest fixed points, the
algorithm approximates bisimulation from above and active names and nonredundant
transitions from below. At the beginning, all processes are assumed bisimilar, no name
is assumed active, and no transition is assumed nonredundant. In each approximation
step, the appropriate transitions and derivatives of processes are selected according to
the current estimation of active names and nonredundant transitions, and the standard
partition refinement algorithm is applied. At the end, active names and nonredundant
transitions are updated. In this way, at each step the assumed set of bisimilar processes
decreases, whereas the assumed sets of active names and nonredundant transitions
increase. This procedure is repeated until a fixed point is reached.
The update of the distinction is local to a process P and uses its free names. The
bisimulation relation computed by the algorithm, and defined on processes with a
local distinction, is not transitive, but it enjoys a weak form of transitivity which
is enough to prove a characterisation theorem w.r.t. open bisimulation and to apply
the partition refinement algorithm (in which transitivity is important).
Our algorithm can be used on finite-control processes to check open bisimulation
and to compute minimal realisations of processes.
Related work. The closest work to ours is [9], where a partition refinement
algorithm for early and late bisimulation is obtained which works for finite-control
processes without the matching operator. This work has inspired our own and has
provided us with useful insights. However, our technical development is quite different,
because none of the problems in Dependencies 13 arise in [9]. Dependencies 2 and
3 do not arise because they are specific to open bisimulation; Dependency 1 does not
pose a serious obstacle because, in late and early bisimulations without matching,
active names of processes are trivial to compute: Roughly, a name x is active in a
process P if x appears as a free name in a label of a computation of P. Hence active
names can be computed by a standard transitive closure procedure.
The mobility workbench [14] is a tool for mechanically checking open bisimula-
tion on finite control processes. It adopts an on the fly [5] approach, as opposed
to the partitioning approach (in on-the-fly, the state spaces of processes compared
are created at the same time as the candidate bisimulation relation). A disadvantage
of on-the-fly is that it cannot be used to give the minimal realisation of a process.
Moreover, due to the need of backtracking, in general on-the-fly is less efficient
than partitioning both in time and in space (especially in the case of weak bisimula-
tions). However, on-the-fly can be superior on processes which exhibit a limited
degree of nondeterminism, and it may return an answer even on non-finite-control
processes, if not bisimilar.
In [4] decidability of early and late bisimilarity for finite control processes is
proved. In particular, it is shown that for every pair of finite control processes only
a finite number of names is sufficient for checking bisimilarity; once the number of
names is fixed, the state space of boh agents can be built and a partition refinement
algorithm can be applied. However, this approach can be expensive and, since the
number of names can be fixed only for pairs of processes, it does not provide us
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with minimal realisations. Open bisimulation, and hence Dependencies 2 and 3, are
not considered in [4].
Structure of the paper. In Section 2 we report some notations and necessary
background on the ?-calculus. In Section 3 we introduce new proof techniques for
open bisimulation. In Sections 4, 5, and 6 we propose three different characteriza-
tions of open bisimulations, which incrementally refine the ordinary definition,
avoiding respectively Dependencies 3, 2, and 1. In Section 7, using the characteriza-
tion of Section 6, we define an iterative method that computes open bisimilarity
through a sequence of approximating partitions. In Section 8 we describe an algorithm
that is based on this partition-refinement approach; it can be used to check open
bisimilarities and to obtain minimal realisations on the class of finite control processes.
Finally, in Section 9 we report some concluding remarks.
Our proofs of the main results of the paper are rather long. The most important
of them are developed in the appendices; we have left short proof sketches in the
main text. The missing proofs can be found in a forthcoming technical report.
There is an initial appendix with some preliminary useful results and then one
appendix for each of the Sections 37.
2. BACKGROUND
The ?-calculus. We review the syntax and operational semantics of the ?-calculus;
more details can be found in [13]. Letters a, b, ..., x, y, ... range over the infinite ordered
set N of names, and K over the set of process identifiers. The class of processes is built
from the operators of inaction, prefixing, matching, parallel composition, restriction,
sum, and recursion; a prefix can be a silent prefix, an input, a free output, or a bound
output:
P :=0 | : .P | [a=b] P | P1 | P2 | (&a) P | P1+P2 | K (a~ )
: :={ | a(b) | a b | a (b).
Processes are ranged over by P, Q, R, prefixes (and actions) by :, ;, #, and process
identifiers by K. Each identifier K has an associated arity and a definition of the
form K =def (a~ ) P; in K(a~ ) and (a~ ) P, tuple a~ is of the same length as the arity of K;
moreover, the free names of P are contained in a~ .
We give sum and parallel composition the lowest syntactic precedence among the
operators. In a process :.0, we often omit the trailing 0. In a(b).P, (&b) P, and
a (b).P, all free occurrences of name b in P are bound; the same holds in (b ) P for
names b . The free names, bound names, and extruded names of a prefix :, respec-
tively written fn(:), bn(:), and en(:), are defined as follows:
: fn(:) bn(:) en(:)
{ < < <
a(b) [a] [b] <
a b [a, b] < <
a (b) [a] [b] [b]
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Moreover, the names of :, written n(:), are fn(:) _ bn(:). Free names, bound
names, and names of processes are defined as expected. We use alpha-conversion
implicitly as necessary to satisfy side conditions about distinctness of bound and
free names. We sometimes write fn(X, Y, ...) for fn(X) _ fn(Y) _ } } } ; similarly for
names and bound names.
Substitutions, ranged over by _ and \, are functions from names to names.
A name a is neutral for a substitution _ if _ does not affect a, i.e., for all b # N,
_(b)=a iff b=a. A set of names V is neutral for a substitution _ if all names in V
are neutral for _. The composition of two substitutions _ and \, where _ is performed
first, is written _\. Application of a substitution _ to an expression X is written X_.
Alpha-conversion is applied silently, as necessary, to avoid capture; therefore, for
instance, when we write :_ we assume that the bound name of :, if it exists, is neutral
for _. We represent with [x1y1 } } } xnyn] the substitution which maps name yi into
name xi , for i=1..n, and is the identity otherwise.
Conditions are finite conjunctions of matching, such as [a=b][c=d]. We use M
and N to range over conditions and n(M) for the names which appear in M. We
write M f N if M implies N, i.e., the equalities in M imply those in N; M df N
is a shortcut for ‘‘M f N and N f M" (that is, M df N means that M and N are
logically equivalent), whereas M d3 f N is a shortcut ‘‘M f N but not N f M.’’
Notice that, since names are ordered, there are canonical forms for conditions,
which are unique up to logical equivalence. Given a matching M, we denote by _M
the substitution which selects the minimal representative out of each equivalence
class on names induced by M, i.e.,
_M(a)=min[b | M f [a=b]].
In the paper we often prove properties by induction on a condition M: this means
that we prove the property for M assuming that it holds for all N such that
M d3 f N; this approach is correct, since there are no infinite chains M d3 f
N0 d3 f N1 } } } starting from a condition M.
The symbolic transition system for open bisimulation [13] is reported in Table 1
(the symmetric of sum, par, com, and close have been omitted). Transitions have
the form P (M, :) P$, where M represents the minimal condition on names required
by P to perform that action. P and P$ are called the source and target of the tran-
sition, respectively. It is convenient to use a ‘‘canonical’’ transition system P ww(M, :) P$
in which M is in canonical form and substitution _M has already been applied to
action : and derivative P$:
P (N, :) P$ M is the canonical form for N
P www(M, :_M) P$_M
if bn(:) & fn(P)=<.
A distinction is a finite symmetric irreflexive relation on the names N, which
expresses permanent inequalities on N, i.e., if (a, b) is in the distinction, then a
must be kept separate from b. We use D and E to range over distinctions and write
n(D) for the names which are mentioned in D. A substitution _ respects a distinc-
tion D if (a, b) # D implies _(a){_(b); in this case we write D_ for the distinction
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[(_(a), _(b)) | (a, b) # D]. Similarly, a matching M respects a distinction D if _M
respects D. Sometimes, in the expressions defining distinctions we shall avoid giving all
symmetric pairs; for instance, we might define D=[(a, b)] without recalling that also
(b, a) # D. If N is a set of name, then D&N and D & N are, respectively, the distinctions
[(a, b) # D : a, b  N] and [(a, b) # D : a, b # N].
We sometimes abbreviate a distinction [(a, b)] as (a, b) to avoid double parenthesis.
Open bisimulation. We report the symbolic definition of open bisimulation [13],
written using transitions in canonical form. An indexed relation R is a set [RD]D
of relations RD on ?-calculus processes, where D ranges over all possible distinc-
tions. Inclusion, union, and intersection between two indexed relations R and S
are defined index-wise; for instance, their union is defined on a generic distinction
D as (R _ S)D =
def
RD _ SD .
Definition 2.1 (Open bisimulation). An indexed relation R is an open bisimula-
tion (or a t-bisimulation) if P RD Q implies:
v Whenever P ww(M, :) P$, with bn(:) & fn(Q, D)=< and M respects D, then
there is some Q ww(N, ;) Q$ such that:
 M f N,
 :=;_M , and
 P$ RD$ Q$_M for D$ =
def
(D _ (en(:)_fn(P, Q))) _M .
v The converse, with the role of P and Q exchanged.
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Two processes P and Q are open bisimilar w.r.t. distinction D, written PtD Q, if
P RD Q for some open bisimulation R.
According to the previous definition, we have
a b | c(d )t< a b.c(d )+c(d ).a b+[a=c] {.
Component [a=c] { in the second process is required, since we have to take into
account the possibility that components a b and c(d ) of the first process com-
municate (by exploiting rule com), in case names a and c coincide. We also have
a b | c(d )t(a, c) a b .c(d)+c(d ) .a b.
In this case, component [a=c] { is not required, since names a and c are declared
nonequal by the distinction.
In Definition 2.1, the distinction D for the source processes P and Q is updated
to the distinction D$ for the target processes P$ and Q$_M by declaring that the
extruded name of the action (if any) is different from all the names which were
present in the source processes and by applying the substitution _M corresponding
to the condition of the transitions. In the remainder of the paper we often use
similar updates of the distinctions. We therefore introduce an abbreviation for
them:
DM(P1 , ..., Pn ), : =
def
(D _ (en(:)_fn(P1 , ..., Pn))) _M .
If n=1 we simply write DMP, : . Distinction D$ in Definition 2.1 can then be written
as DM(P, Q), : .
Proposition 2.2. The indexed relation t is an open bisimulation; hence t is the
largest open bisimulation.
We conclude this section with an example of two processes that are open bisimilar.
They are similar to processes P1 and P2 used in the Introduction. However, to
make the example nontrivial, the processes have ‘‘cyclic’’ behaviours. We shall use
these processes as a running example for the various concepts that we will intro-
duce in the paper.
Example 2.3. Consider the processes K1 (a, c, e) and K2 (c, e) , where
constants K1 and K2 are so defined:
K1 =
def
(a, c, e)(K2 (c, e) +[a=e] c (b) .a(d ) .K1 (a, b, d) )
and
K2 =
def
(c, e)(c (b) .e(d ) .K2 (b, d) ).
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The two processes are open bisimilar (w.r.t. the empty distinction). Obviously
K1 (a, c, e) can match all actions of K2 (c, e). For the converse, note that sum-
mand [a=e] c (b) .a(d ) .K1 (a, b, d) can only act under the condition a=e. The
resulting actions c (b) and a(d ) are matched by actions c (b) and e(d ) of K2 (c, e) ,
yielding the pair of processes (K1 (a, b, d), K2 (b, d) ) and the distinction D=[(a, b),
(b, c)], in which the extruded name b is declared different from the names a and c
(therefore also from e, since a=e holds). Given that K1 (a, c, e) and K2 (c, e) can
match each other’s actions w.r.t. the empty distinction, also K1 (a, b, d) and K2 (b, d)
can w.r.t. D since, intuitively, the distinction is larger and the latter pair can be obtained
from the former by applying a substitution (both these operations are sound for
open bisimulation; see Corollary 3.9).
The above is a simple informal argument for the bisimilarity between K1 (a, c, e)
and K2 (c, e) . A formal proof, following Definition 2.1, is tedious. A bisimulation
relation R such that R< includes the pair (K1 (a, c, e) , K2 (c, e) ) is a rather large
relation, because it must have at least these inclusions for all n and m with 0mn:
(K1 (a, bn , dn), K2 (bn , dn) )
# R[(a, bi), (bi&1 , bi): 1in] (i)
(a(d ) .K1 (a, bn+1 , d) , a(d) .K2 (bn+1 , d) )
# R[(a, bi), (bi&1 , bi): 1in+1] (ii)
(K2 (bn , dn) , K2 (bn , dn) )
# R[(a, bi), (bi&1 , bi), (dj&1 , bj ), (bj&1, bj ): 1im jn] (iii)
(dn(d ) .K2 (bn+1 , d) , dn(d) .K2 (bn+1 , d) )
# R[(a, bi), (bi&1 , bi), (dj&1 , bj ), (bj&1, bj ): 1im+1 jn+1] (iv)
where we assume that b0 =
def c and d0 =
def e, and that names a, b i , d i are all distinct.
The initial processes K1 (a, c, e) and K2 (c, e) fall in (i), taking n=0.
To see why all the above pairs are necessary, consider, for instance, two processes
of a pair in case (i). Process K1 (a, bn , dn) may perform the transition
K1 (a, bn , dn) wwwwww
([a=dn], bn (bn+1)) a(d ) .K1 (a, bn+1 , d) . (3)
Since all hypotheses of the bisimulation clause of Definition 2.1 are satisfied, a
matching transition by process K2 (bn , dn) is required. Such a transition is:
K2(bn , dn) wwww
(<, bn (bn+1)) dn(d ) .K2 (bn+1 , d).
Now, applying substitution [adn] to the target process of the second transition,
and updating the distinction, we obtain a pair of processes that falls in case (ii).
Process K1 (a, bn , dn) may also perform the transition
K1 (a, bn , dn) wwww
(<, bn (bn+1)) dn(d ) .K2 (bn+1 , d) (4)
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that K2 (bn , dn) matches with the transition
K2 (bn , dn) wwww
(<, bn (bn+1)) dn(d ) .K2 (bn+1 , d) ,
and the two target processes fall in case (iv).
Notice that, both in (3) and in (4), the bound name bn+1 must be syntactically
different from names a, bn and dn , which appear free in the source agent, due to the
definition of canonical transitions. Moreover, since the bisimulation clause of
Definition 2.1 requires the extruded names not to be in the given distinction, name
bn+1 must also be different from all the names bi , for in.
Relation R is so large because the indexing distinctions grow unboundedly
during the computation. The techniques introduced in the next sections will allow
us to shrink the relation a lot.
3. PROOF TECHNIQUES FOR OPEN BISIMULATION
In this section we develop some proof techniques for open bisimulation. In some
later proofs, these techniques will dramatically reduce the size of the relations to
exhibit and the work needed to establish bisimilarity results.
We want to be able to compose proof techniques into more powerful ones. For
this, we follow the schema in [12] and we roughly proceed as follows. We first
define a notion of progression from a process relation R to a (possibly different)
process relation S, which holds if pairs of processes in R can match each other’s
actions and their derivatives are in S. We then consider functions F on process
relations. We are interested in the sound functions, namely those whit the property
that if a relation R progresses to F(R) then R only includes pairs of bisimilar
processes; each of these functions yields a proof technique for bisimilarity. Finally,
we isolate a few simple functions and function constructors and show that any
function definable from them is sound. In this way, we can define some powerful
functions and we can use them as proof techniques for bisimilarity. The theory
developed in [12] does not apply to our case, because our transition system is
symbolic and because the notion of bisimilarity is different. We shall therefore
produce an extension of (part of) that theory.
Definition 3.1 (progression). Given two indexed relations R and S, we say
that R progresses to S, written R > S, if PRDQ implies:
v Whenever P ww(M, :) P$, with bn(:) & fn(Q, D)=< and M respects D, then
there is some Q ww(N, ;) Q$ such that
 M f N,
 :=;_M , and
 P$ SD$ Q$_M for D$ =
def DM(P, Q), : .
v The converse, with the role of P and Q exchanged.
Therefore R is an open bisimulation if it progresses to itself, i.e., R > R holds.
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Definition 3.2. A function on indexed relations is a function from indexed
relations to indexed relations. Such a function, say F, is sound if R > F(R)
implies Rt, for all indexed relations R.
Definition 3.3. We define some basic function constructors: union( _ ), com-
position(%), and iteration(*). They take functions on indexed relations as arguments
and return another function on indexed relations as a result.
\.i # I Fi+ (R) =
def .
i # I
Fi (R),
(F b G)(R) =
def
F(G(R)),
Fn(R) =
def
F( } } } (F(R)) } } } ) n times
F*(R) =
def \.n F
n+ (R),
where I is a countable indexing set.
We often abbreviate i # [1, 2] Ri as R1 _ R2 . We now define some basic functions
on indexed relations: Function Sub gives the closure of a relation under name
substitutions; Sq returns the square of a relation, that is, the composition of the
relation with itself; Sym returns the symmetric of a relation and W and C return
the closure under weakening and strengthening of distinctions, respectively. In a
bisimulation proof, using weakening on the derivatives of two matching transitions
means adding pairs of names to the distinction; using strengthening means removing
from the distinction pairs of names that do not appear free in the processes.
Definition 3.4. Let R be an indexed relation; then the indexed relations
Sub(R), W(R), C(R), and Sq(R) are defined thus:
v (P, Q) # (Sub(R))D if there are P$, Q$, D$, and _ such that (P$, Q$) # RD$ ,
_ respects D$, P=P$_, Q=Q$_, and D=D$_.
v (P, Q) # (W(R))D if (P, Q) # RD$ for some D$D.
v (P, Q) # (C(R))D if (P, Q) # RD _ D$ for some D$ such that D$ & fn(P, Q)=<.
v (P, Q) # (Sq(R))D if there is R such that (P, R) # RD and (R, Q) # RD .
v (P, Q) # (Sym(R))D if (Q, P) # RD .
The function that returns the transitive closure of a relation is definable from
squaring and iteration as Sq*. The following theorem expresses the main result of
the section.
Theorem 3.5. Let CF be the smallest set of functions on indexed relations that
contains functions Sub, W, C, Sq, and Sym and that is closed under application of
the function constructors _ , %, and *. Then any function in CF is sound.
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In [12], the soundness of a set of functions definable from some basic functions
and function constructors is proved in a simple manner. The inductive definition of
the set is exploited to prove that all functions enjoy a few properties which imply
soundness. Among these properties, the most important is that of respecting progres-
sions; this holds of a function F if whenever R > S, then also F(R) > F(S).
In our case, where the transition system is symbolic and the bisimilarity is in the
open style, we cannot follow the same proof schema because some of our basic
functions do not respect progressions. However, something weaker holds: For each
basic function F there is another function G in the set such that R > S implies
F(R) > G(S). This is the content of Lemma 3.6, which is essential for the proof
of Theorem 3.5.
Lemma 3.6. Let R and S be two indexed relations. If R > S then:
1. Sub(R) > Sub(S).
2. W(R) > W(S).
3. C(R) > Sub(C(S)).
4. Sq(R) > C(Sq(W(Sub(S)))).
5. Sym(R) > Sym(S).
Corollary 3.7. Let R and S be two indexed relations. If R > S then
(Sub _ W _ C _ Sq _ Sym)* (R) > (Sub _ W _ C _ Sq _ Sym)* (S).
Corollary 3.8. Function (Sub _ W _ C _ Sq _ Sym)* is sound.
Since for each function F # CF and relation R it holds that F(R)(Sub _ W
_ C _ Sq _ Sym)* (R), function (Sub _ W _ C _ Sq _ Sym)* is the largest
function among those in CF. Therefore the soundness of this function implies that
of all functions in CF and proves Theorem 3.5.
In the remainder of the paper, we often prove open bisimilarities by exhibiting
relations R that progress to (Sub _ W _ C _ Sq _ Sym)* (R). The use of func-
tion (Sub _ W _ C _ Sq _ Sym)* allows us to prove open bisimilarities working
up to the closure of a relation under arbitrary combinations of name substitution,
weakening, strengthening, transitivity, and symmetry.
Corollary 3.9 shows that open bisimilarity is closed under name substitution,
weakening, strengthening, and squaring. These results, already known [13], are
straightforward to establish using the proof techniques outlined above.
Corollary 3.9. 1. PtD Q and _ respects D imply P_tD_ Q_.
2. PtD Q and D$ D imply PtD$ Q.
3. PtD _ D$ Q and D$ & fn(P, Q)=< imply PtD Q.
4. PtD RtD Q implies PtD Q.
5. PtD Q implies QtD P.
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Example 3.10. Consider the processes K1 (a, c, e) and K2 (c, e) of Example 2.3.
We can exploit the proof techniques in this section and prove that K1 (a, c, e) and
K2 (c, e) are bisimilar using this indexed relation S:
S< =
def [(K1 (a, c, e) , K2 (c, e) ), (a(d ) .K1 (a, b, d), a(d ) .K2 (b, d) )]
(5)
SD =
def < if D{<.
Relation S is an open bisimulation up to (Sub _ W _ C _ Sq _ Sym)*. There are
only two pairs in Scompare S with relation R of Example 2.3. Also note that
any pair in R either can be obtained from one of the pairs in S by applying
injective substitutions and weakening or it is contained in the identity relation. The
proof that S > (Sub _ W _ C _ Sq _ Sym)* (S) is straightforward.
3.1. The ‘‘Strong’’ Strengthening Law
Corollary 3.9(3) shows that, if PtD Q, then also PtE Q with E =
def D & fn(P, Q),
and this represents the expected strengthening law for open bisimilarity. Now we
want to prove a stronger law, which we call strong strengthening, and where
E =def (D & fn(P)) _ (D & fn(Q)); this law will be essential in what follows.
To see that strong strengthening is not an obviously-sound law, consider two
processes P and Q such that Pt(a, b) Q, fn(P)=[a, c], and fn(Q)=[b, c]. Suppose
now that the transition P wwww([a=c], {) P$ is matched by the transition Q ww(<, {) Q$;
that is, P$t(a, b) Q$[ac] holds. The chasing-diagram among these two pairs of
processes and these two transitions may break if we apply the strong strengthening
law: The strong strengthening of Pt(a, b) Q is Pt< Q; then, by definition of t,
the match between transitions P wwww([a=c], {) P$ and Q ww(<, {) Q$ requires the pair
P$t< Q$[ac], which may not be the strong strengthening of P$t(a, b) Q$[ac]
(since it may be that a, b # fn(Q$[ac])). The possibility of breaking chasing-diagrams,
which does not happen with the simpler strengthening law of Corollary 3.9(3), is
what makes it difficult to prove the soundness of the law.
Theorem 3.11 (Strong strengthening). Suppose PtD Q and let E =
def
(D & fn(P))
_ (D & fn(Q)). Then also PtE Q.
Sketch of the proof. We take the indexed relation R that on a distinction E is
RE =
def [(P, Q) : _D such that PtD Q and E$(D & fn(P)) _ (D & fn(Q))].
Then we prove that the progression R > (Sub _ W _ C _ Sq _ Sym)* (R)
holds. Since, by Corollary 3.8, function (Sub _ W _ C _ Sq _ Sym)* is sound,
this progression implies Rt. K
4. MAKING DISTINCTIONS LOCAL TO PROCESSES
The goal of this section is to make the indexing distinctions of open bisimulation
local to processes. That is, rather than a bisimilarity indexed by constraints (the
distinctions), we wish to have a bisimilarity on processes with a local constraint.
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A constrained process is a pair (P, D), where P is a process and D is a distinc-
tion with n(D)fn(P). The requirement on names is used to keep distinctions
‘‘small’’ and to reduce the number of free names (in the algorithm of Section 8, it
will allow for a better reuse of names).
The set CP of constrained processes is ranged over by A, B, and C. If A =def
(P, D) , then the free and bound names of A, written fn(A) and bn(A), are, respec-
tively, the free and bound names of P. Moreover, (&a) A abbreviates ( (&a) P,
D&[a]) , and A_ abbreviates (P_, D_) . When clear from the context, we may
call constrained processes simply processes. We call the relations on constrained
processes CP-relations; these are ranged over by D and E. Transitions for constrained
processes are defined from those for processes:
P ww(M, :) P$ M respects D
(P, D) ww(M, :) (P$, DMP, : & fn(P$))
.
It makes sense to compare only constrained processes whose distinctions are
compatible, that is, identical on common names. This means that the hypotheses on
names, under which the two processes are being compared, are consistent with each
other.
Definition 4.1. Two constrained processes (P, D) and (Q, E) are compatible,
written (P, D) - (Q, E) , if D & fn(Q)=E & fn(P). A CP-relation D is compatible
if A D B implies A - B.
4.1. Bisimulation on Constrained Processes
We define bisimilarity on constrained processes and, then, we relate it to open
bisimilarity of plain processes. Following the schema in Section 3, the new bisimilarity
is given in terms of a notion of progression. We shall use progressions to define
proof techniques for the bisimilarity.
Definition 4.2. Let D and E be relations on constrained processes. We say
that D progresses to E, written D > E, if (P, D) D(Q, E) implies:
v Whenever (P, D) ww(M, :) (P$, D$) , with bn(:) & fn(Q)=<, then there is
some (Q, E) ww(N, ;) (Q$, E$) such that
 M f N,
 :=;_M , and
 (P$, D$) E (Q$_M , (D _ E)M(P, Q), : & fn(Q$_M)).
v The converse, with the roles of (P, D) and (Q, E) exchanged.
A relation D on constrained processes is a  -bisimulation if D > D. We write
A  B is A - B and there exists a  -bisimulation D such that (A, B) # D.
A  -bisimulation is not required to be compatible, whereas  is. Adding the
requirement of compatibility into the definition of  -bisimulation would not change
the resulting relation , as shown by this lemma:
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Lemma 4.3. A  B iff there exists a compatible -bisimulation D such that A D B.
Corollary 4.4.  is the largest compatible  -bisimulation.
The following theorem is the main result of this section and shows that relation
t on plain processes and relation  on constrained processes are essentially two
different representations of the same relation. In light of this, in the remainder, with
some abuse of terminology, we call  open bisimilarity on constrained processes or,
when not ambiguous, simply open bisimilarity.
Theorem 4.5 (Characterisation of open bisimulation in terms of ). 1. PtD Q
iff (P, D & fn(P))  (Q, D & fn(Q)).
2. (P, D)  (Q, E) iff PtD _ E Q.
Sketch of the proof. To prove that PtD Q implies (P, D & fn(P)) 
(Q, D & fn(Q)) we show that the CP-relation
[((P, D & fn(P)) , (Q, D & fn(Q)) ) : PtD Q]
is a -bisimulation (Lemma C.7 in Appendix C.1). To prove that (P, D)  (Q, E)
implies PtD _ E Q we take the indexed relation R defined as
RF =
def [(P, Q): (P, D)  (Q, E) and F=D _ E]
and show that R is an t-bisimulation up to weakening, i.e., R > W(R) (Lemma
C.8 in Appendix C.1); by Theorem 3.5 this implies Rt. The other two implica-
tions are easy consequences of these ones. K
Relation  is not transitive nor is it preserved by name substitutions. As a
counterexample to transitivity, consider the processes:
A=([a=b] {+{, (a, b)) B=({, <) C=([a=b] {+{, <);
A  B  C holds, but A % C, since A and C are not compatible. These failures are
not entirely surprising because the closure under transitivity and substitution ignore
the compatibility between the local distinctions of related processes. By taking
compatibility into account, we gain the following weak forms of closure (in the first
assertion, compatibility is guaranteed by the requirement ‘‘_ respect D’’):
Corollary 4.6. 1. If (P, D & fn(P))  (Q, D & fn(Q)) and _ respects D
then (P_, D_ & fn(P_))  (Q_, D_ & fn(P_)).
2. If A  C  B and A - B then A  B.
This corollary is immediate to prove using the proof techniques for open
bisimulation on constrained processes in the next subsection.
Example 4.7. Consider the processes K1 (a, c, e) and K2 (c, e) of Example 2.3
and let
A1 =
def (K1 (a, c, e) , <) and A2 =
def (K2 (c, e) , <) .
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By Theorem 4.5, we can deduce K1 (a, c, e) t< K2 (c, e) if we can prove A1  A2 .
Here is a  -bisimulation D that includes this pair of constrained processes. D has
the following pairs:
(A1 , A2) (i)
for all b, d ((K1 (a, b, d) , (a, b)) , (K2 (b, d) , <) ) (i-bis)
for all b, d ((a(d ) .K1 (a, b, d) , (a, b)) , (a(d ) .K2 (b, d) , (a, b)) ) (ii)
for all b, d ((K2 (b, d) , <) , (K2 (b, d) , <) ) (iii)
for all b, d ((d(d $) .K2 (b, d $) , (b, d )) , (d(d $) .K2 (b, d $) , (b, d )) ). (iv)
We only show that D is closed under the transitions of the initial pair (A1 , A2);
recall that this pair is ((K1 (a, c, e) , <) , (K2 (c, e) , <) ). If (K1 (a, c, e) , <)
performs transition
(K1 (a, c, e) , <) wwww
([a=e], c (b))
(a(d ) .K1 (a, b, d) , (a, b))
then (K2 (c, e) , <) can match it with
(K2 (c, e) , <) www
(<, c (b))
(e(d) .K2 (b, d) , (b, e)).
Applying substitution [ae] to the derivative, we obtain (a(d ) .K2 (b, d) , (a, b)) .
This process and the derivative of the first transition yield a pair in case (ii).
On the other hand, if (K1 (a, c, e) , <) performs transition
(K1 (a, c, e) , <) www
(<, c (b))
(e(d ) .K2 (b, d) , (b, e))
then process (K2 (c, e) , <) can match it with
(K2 (c, e) , <) www
(<, c (b))
(e(d) .K2 (b, d) , (b, e)) ,
since the derivatives are related according to case (iv).
Let us compare relation D above with the indexed relation R of Example 2.3:
Both relations are infinite; however, the infinity of D is only due to the choice of
fresh names, whereas the infinity of R is due to the choice of fresh names and also
to the increase of the distinctions.
4.2. Proof Techniques
In Section 3 we have introduced proof techniques for open bisimulation on plain
processes. Here we want to introduce similar techniques for open bisimulation on
constrained processes. In this case, the functions for weakening and strengthening
distinctions are less important, because the transition relation on constrained
processes is defined so that the local distinctions are maintained as small as possible.
Moreover, we follow the weak forms of substitution closure and squaring in Corollary 4.6
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calling SubW and SqW the resulting functions. The definition of symmetryfunction
Symis as expected. Apart from this, the assertion and the proof of the main
result in this section (Theorem 4.10) closely follows those of Theorem 3.5 in Section 3.
Definition 4.8. A function F, from CP-relations to CP-relations, is sound if
D > F(D) implies D, for all compatible CP-relations D.
Definition 4.9. Let D be a CP-relation; then the CP-relations SubW (R),
SqW (R), and Sym(R) are defined as:
1. (A, B) # SubW (D) if there exist P, Q, D, _ such that (P, D & fn(P))
D (Q, D & fn(Q)), _ respects D, A=(P_, D_ & fn(P_)), and B=(Q_, D_ & fn(Q_)).
2. (A, C) # SqW (D) if A D B D C and A - C.
3. (A, B) # Sym(D) if B D A.
The function constructors union (_), composition (%), and iteration (*) are
defined on functions on CP-relations in the expected way (see also Section 3).
Theorem 4.10. Let CFW be the smallest set of functions on CP-relations that
contains functions SubW , SqW , and Sym and that is closed under application of the
function constructors _ , %, and *. Any function in CFW is sound.
The crux of the proof of Theorem 4.10 is Lemma 4.11 below (similar to Lemma
3.6 of Section 3), from which Corollaries 4.12 and 4.13 are easy to derive.
Lemma 4.11. Let D and E be two compatible CP-relations. If D > E then:
1. SubW (D) > (SubW _ SqW _ Sym)* (E).
2. SqW (D) > (SubW _ SqW _ Sym)* (E).
3. Sym(D) > Sym(E).
Corollary 4.12. Let D and E be two compatible CP-relations. If D > E then
(SubW _ SqW _ Sym)* (D) > (SubW _ SqW _ Sym)* (E).
Corollary 4.13. Function (SubW _ SqW _ Sym)* is sound.
In the following, to prove bisimilarity of a pair of constrained processes, we often
use progressions of the form D > (SubW _ SqW _ Sym)* (D). Employing func-
tion (SubW _ SqW _ Sym)* allows us to work up to (any combination of) name
substitution, transitivity, and symmetry.
Example 4.14. We can use the proof techniques in this section to get a simpler
proof of the  -bisimilarity of the constrained processes A1 and A2 of Example 4.7.
Take relation E composed of the pairs:
(A1 , A2), (6)
((a(d ) .K1 (a, b, d) , (a, b)), (a(d ) .K2 (b, d) , (a, b)) ), (7)
((K1 (a, b, d) , (a, b)), (K2 (b, d) , <) ). (8)
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It is easy to check that E is a  -bisimulation up to (SubW _ SqW _ Sym)*. By
contrast with relation D of Example 4.7, relation E is finite. This is possible because,
using the proof techniques in this section, it is not necessary to consider different
choices for the bound name of an actiona single name suffices.
5. NONREDUNDANT TRANSITIONS
The goal of this section is to remove Dependency 2 in the Introduction from the
bisimilarity  obtained in the previous section. This dependency is determined by
the different conditions in the labels of two matching actions, which may happen
when one of the transitions is redundant.
Roughly, a transition A ww(M, :) A$ is redundant for open bisimulation if there is
another transition A ww(N, ;) A" which has a strictly weaker condition N and such
that, when M holds, : is equal to ; and A$ is bisimilar to A". As such the redundant
transition can be eliminated without affecting the behaviour of A. Redundant tran-
sitions can be defined for an arbitrary relation D in place of open bisimulation.
Definition 5.1 (Nonredundant transitions). A transition (P, D) ww(M, :) (P$, D$)
is redundant for a relation D on constrained processes if there is a transition
(P, D) ww(N, ;) (P", D") such that:
v M d3 f N,
v :=;_M , and
v (P$, D$) D (P"_M , DMP, : & fn(P"_M)).
A transition A ww(M, :) A$ is nonredundant for relation D, written A ww(M, :) A$ #
nr(D), if it is not redundant for D.
The two results below show important properties of nonredundant transitions
and motivate our interest for them. The first result shows that nonredundant tran-
sitions are sufficient to describe the behaviour of a process: For any CP-relations
D and transition from a constrained processes A, one can always find a transition
from A that is nonredundant for D and that covers the first transition in the sense
that the first can be seen as a specialisation of the second. The second lemma shows
that, when comparing the transitions of two bisimilar processes, nonredundant
transitions do not introduce dependencies on the labels: A transition from one
of the processes that is nonredundant for open bisimilarity can be matched by a
transition from the other process that has exactly the same label.
Lemma 5.2. For each relation D and each transition (P, D) ww(M, :) (P$, D$)
there is a transition (P, D) ww(N, ;) (P", D") # nr(D) such that M f N, :=;_M ,
and
(P$, D$)(SubW _ SqW _ Sym)* (D)(P"_M , DMP, : & fn(P"_M)).
Lemma 5.3. If A  B and A ww(M, :) A$ # nr() with bn(:) & fn(B)=<, then
there is B$ such that B ww(M, :) B$ # nr() and A$  B$.
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Example 5.4. Consider the constrained processes A1 and the relation D defined
in Example 4.7. Transition
A1 wwwww
([a=e], c (b))
(a(d ) .K1 (a, b, d) , (a, b))
is redundant w.r.t. relation D: it is covered by the other transition
A1 www
(<, c (b))
(e(d) .K2 (b, d), (e, b))
because
(a(d ) .K1 (a, b, d) , (a, b)) D (a(d ) .K2 (b, d) , (a, b)) .
5.1. Nonredundant Bisimulation
We formulate a characterisation of  that exploits the idea of nonredundant
transitions. This characterization will not be used in the remainder of the paper,
where all results directly rely on Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3. Nevertheless, we chose to
present the characterisation because it is not hard to derive from the lemmas and
it is of independent interest.
Definition 5.5 (nonredundant bisimulation). A relation D is a nr-bisimula-
tion if A D B implies:
v Whenever A ww(M, :) A$ # nr(D) with bn(:) & fn(B)=<, then there is some
B ww(M, :) B$ # nr(D) such that A$ D B$.
v The converse, with the roles of A and B exchanged.
We write A nr B if A - B and there exists a nr-bisimulation D such that
(A, B) # D.
As for the definition of open bisimulation on constrained processes (Definition 4.2),
in the definition above we could require that a nr-bisimulation only relates com-
patible processes (i.e., we could add condition D - ), without affecting relation nr :
Lemma 5.6. A nr B iff there exists some compatible nr-bisimulation D such
that A D B.
Moreover, nr is the largest compatible nr -bisimulation (it is not the largest
nr -bisimulation because a nr -bisimulation may include pairs of incompatible
processes).
Corollary 5.7. nr is the largest compatible nr -bisimulation.
Theorem 5.8 (Characterisation of open bisimulation in terms of nr). Relations
 and nr coincide.
Sketch of the proof. From Lemma 5.3, we derive that  is an nr-bisimulation;
hence the inclusion nr . For the opposite inclusion, by Lemma 4.3 it is suf-
ficient to prove that D, for each compatible nr-bisimulation D. For this, we
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use Lemma 5.2 to show that D > (SubW _ SqW _ Sym)* (D); then we can infer
nr  from Corollary 4.13. K
By contrast with  -bisimulation, the functional : 2CP_CP  2CP_CP associated
to the definition of nr-bisimulation is not monotone. The functional is defined as
follows.
A (D) B if:
v Whenever A ww(M, :) A$ # nr(D) with bn(:) & fn(B)=<, then there is some
B ww(M, :) B$ # nr(D) such that A$ D B$.
v The converse, with the roles of A and B exchanged.
As a counterexample to monotonicity, take two processes A and B that can
perform the transitions
A ww
(<, {)
A$, A wwww
([a=b], {)
A"
B ww
(<, {)
B$, B wwww
([a=b], {)
B".
If we consider relations D =
def [(A$, B$), (A", B")] and E =def D _ [(B$[ab], B")]
(we omit the symmetric pairs), then DE holds. However, it holds that (D)3
(E), since (A, B) # (D), but (A, B)  (E). This happens since transition
A wwww([a=b], {) A" is nonredundant for both D and E, whereas B wwww([a=b], {) B" is
nonredundant for D but is redundant for E; hence the latter transition cannot be
used to match A wwww([a=b], {) A" in E.
Nonredundant transitions allow us to characterize open bisimulation in a way
which is more similar to ordinary bisimilarities of processes calculi, because they
avoid a dependency on labels of transitions. However, the nonmonotonicity of
functional  causes some difficulties when one tries to define an iterative method to
compute open bisimilarity, as we shall do in Section 7, since standard fixed-point
theorems cannot be used to prove the convergence of the method.
6. ACTIVE NAMES
We now make the choice of bound names of matching transitions between
bisimilar processes local to processes, i.e., we remove Dependency 1. A local choice
cannot be based on the free names, because bisimilar processes may have different
sets of free names. In place of the free names, we shall use the active names, which
are the same in bisimilar processes. The active names of a process are the smallest
subset of free names which affect its behaviour. For instance, a is active in a(b) .0
(a communication can occur at a) and in [a=b] b c .0 (the output can occur only
if a=b); but a is inactive in (&b)(b a .0) (the output b a is not observable) and in
[a=b] a c .0+b c .0 (component [a=b] a c .0 yields a transition which is redun-
dant, since it is covered by that yielded by the component b c .0, and therefore could
be ignored).
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As we did for nonredundant transitions, we first define active names on a generic
relation and then consider active names w.r.t. open bisimulation as a particular case.
Definition 6.1. For a CP-relation D, the function anD : CP  2N, mapping a
constrained process onto the set of its active names w.r.t. D, is the smallest fixed
point of the monotone function : (CP  2N)  (CP  2N) defined as
( f )(A)= . fn(M, :) _ ( f (A$)&bn(:)).
[M, :, A$ | A ww
(M, :)
A$ # nr(D)]
If x # anD (A), then we say that name x is active w.r.t. D in process A; otherwise we
say that x is inactive w.r.t. D in A.
That is, anD is the least function which satisfies the condition:
Whenever A ww(M, :) A$ # nr(D), it holds that fn(M, :) _ (anD(A$)&bn(:))anD (A).
The active names of a process are intended to be those which determine its
behaviour. Therefore, we expect that behaviourally-equivalent processes have the
same sets of active names and that, equivalently, restricting on an active name
modifies the behaviour of a process. This is the content of the next two results.
Lemma 6.2. If A  B then an(A)=an(B).
Lemma 6.3. x # an(A) iff A % (&x) A.
The idea of using active names is not new. A similar idea has been used in [6]
for CSS with value passing. Active names have also been used in [9] for the early
and late semantics of the ?-calculus. However, our definition of active names is
different from that in [9]; there, a name x is defined active for process P if (&x) P
is not bisimilar to P (which is similar to the content of Lemma 6.3). In the setting
of [9], where the ?-calculus language does not contain the matching operator and
bisimilarity is given in the early and late styles, such a definition is sufficient,
because the active names of a process are easy to compute (they are, roughly, the
names which appear free in the transitions of P and of its derivatives). By contrast,
in our case, as explained in the Introduction, computing active names is as difficult
as computing bisimilarity itself. This explains our more sophisticated definition of
active names as a fixed point.
Example 6.4. Consider the constrained process A1 and the relation D defined
in Example 4.7. Names c and e are active w.r.t. D in process A1 because they appear
free in the actions of the two nonredundant transitions
A1 www
(<, c (b))
www
(<, e(d ))
(K2 (b, d) , <).
By contrast, there is no sequence of nonredundant transitions from A1 in whose
actions name a occurs free. For instance, transition
A1 wwwww
([a=e], c (b))
(a(d ) .K1 (a, b, d) , (a, b))
is redundant w.r.t. D. Consequently, name a is inactive w.r.t. D in A1 .
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6.1. Active-Names Bisimulation
In the normalised transitions below, the bound name in a transition of a process
A is imposed to be the first inactive name in A; since the first inactive name may
also occur free, rule Norm2 redenominates its free occurrences to avoid accidental
identifications. Moreover, normalised transitions are defined on top of the non-
redundant transitions only.
Definition 6.5. The normalised transitions for a relation D, which have the
form A @ww(M, :) D A$, are defined from the two following inference rules, where v =
def
min[N&anD (A)] and y =
def
min[N&fn(A)]:
Norm1
A ww(M, :) A$ # nr(D) :={ or :=a b
A @ww(M, :) D A$
Norm2
A ww(M, :) A$ # nr(D) :=a( y) or :=a ( y)
A @ww(M, ;) D A$[vyyv]
where ; =def {a(v)a (v)
if :=a( y)
if :=a ( y)
.
Now we present a characterisation of open bisimulation which uses the normalised
transitions introduced above.
Definition 6.6 (Active-names bisimulation). A relation D is a an-bisimula-
tion if A D B implies:
v Whenever A @ww(M, :) D A$ then there is some B @ww
(M, :)
D B$ such that A$ D B$;
v The converse, with the role of A and B exchanged.
We write A an B if A - B and there exists a an-bisimulation D such that (A, B) # D.
The definition of an is given in terms of the compatibility relation ( - ) and of
a notion of bisimulation, in a way similar to the definitions of  and nr in the two
previous sections. In the cases of  and nr , we saw that the requirement of com-
patibility can be pushed inside the definition of bisimulation. Indeed, both  and
nr can also be defined as the largest compatible  -bisimulation and nr-bisimula-
tion, respectively (Corollaries 4.4 and 5.7).
By contrast, the analogous property fails for an -bisimulation: Relation an
changes if the compatibility requirement is pushed inside the definition of bisimula-
tion. That is, an is not a an-bisimulation. To see this point, consider the processes
A =def (P, (a, c)) , B =def (Q, <)
for
P =def ([a=c] { .0+{ .0) | c(x) .0 Q =def ([b=c] { . 0+{ . 0) | c(x) .0.
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Processes A and B are in relation an : They are compatible and there are an-
bisimulations including them as a pair. Suppose that a=min[N&an(A)]=
min[N&an(B)]=min[N&fn(B)] and that b=min[N&fn(A)]. Consider
now the transition
A @www(<, c(a))  ( ([b=c], {+{) | 0, (b, c)) =
def A$.
The only normalised transition from B with the same label is
B @www(<, c(a))  ( ([b=c] {+{) | 0, <) =
def B$.
But A$ and B$ are not in relation an , because they are not compatible.
Despite this important difference, we can prove that an coincides with  and,
hence, with nr . (These facts are not in contradiction, because an is defined on a
different transition system.)
Theorem 6.7 (Characterisation of open bisimulation in terms of an). Relation
 and an coincide.
Sketch of the proof. The proof that an is presented in Appendix F; we
prove it after deriving some of the results in the next section (where we define an
iterative method for computing an). Intuitively, the proof consists in defining a
functional 8 such that the limit of the iterated applications of 8 starting from the
universal relation CP_CP is a an -bisimulation, thus proving, by transfinite
induction, that  is contained in all relations obtained from these iteration steps.
The proof that an  is reported in Lemma E.8 of the appendices. Given a
an -bisimulation D, we define a new relation E that contains all compatible pairs
of D and satisfies certain additional properties, and prove a progression of the form
E > (SubW _ SqW _ Sym)* (E). By Corollary 4.13, this implies E and
proves the thesis.
Unfortunately, we cannot just prove that D is an open bisimulation (even up to
(SubW _ SqW _ Sym)*), because this is not true. This is caused by the difference
between the two transition systems on which the definitions of  -bisimulation and
an -bisimulation are based. More precisely, it is caused by the fact that the latter
transition system has rules, like Norm2, which employ substitutions that are defined
using the free names of the source process. As a consequence, since equivalent
processes may have different sets of free names, two equivalent processes may have
matching transitions that involve two different substitutions. K
7. THE ITERATIVE APPROACH
The characterisation of open bisimilarity as an is the previous section avoids
Dependencies 13: In Definition 6.6 of an the labels of two matching transitions
are exactly the same, no side conditions on the bound names appear, and all
distinctions are local. Using this characterisation, we now devine an iterative
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method that computes open bisimilarity through a sequence of approximations that
progressively refine a partition of the set of all constrained processes. there are two
levels of iteration: The first is given by a class of functions 9D , which refine the
partition w.r.t. the normalised transitions corresponding to D. The second level is
given by a function 8 that computes the greatest fixed point of 9D .
Definition 7.1. Let D be a relation on constrained processes. Function 9D :
2CP_CP  2CP_CP is defined as follows: (A, B) # 9D (E) if
v A D B.
v Whenever A @ww(M, :) D A$ # nr(D), then B @ww
(M, :)
D B$ # nr(D) and A$ E B$.
v The converse, with the role of A and B exchanged.
Function 8: 2CP_CP  2CP_CP is defined as follows: 8(D)=gfp(9D ).
Function 8 is well defined because, for each relation D, function 9D is monotone.
By definition of greatest fixed point, 8(D) is the largest relation E such that
A E B implies:
v A D B.
v Whenever A @ww(M, :) D A$ # nr(D), then B @ww
(M, :)
D B$ # nr(D) and A$ E B$.
v The converse, with the role of A and B exchanged.
Moreover, by the definitions of 8 and of an -bisimulation, it follows that
Proposition 7.2. A CP-relation D is a fixed point of 8 if and only if D is a
an -bisimulation.
Function 8 appears suited to extracting a partition refinement algorithm because
derivatives and transitions of processes are computed locally.
Unfortunately, 8 is not monotone. (As a counterexample, one can reuse the
processes and the relations exhibited in Section 5.1 for a counterexample to the
monotony of the functional for nonredundant bisimulations.) Therefore we do not
know whether 8 has a greatest fixed point and, even if it existed, we could not use
Tarsky’s theorem to compute it. As a consequence, to obtain an algorithmic charac-
terisation of open bisimulation in terms of 8, we have to provide a specific proof
that the iterated application of 8 on the universal relation CP_CP is convergent
and that the limit contains open bisimulation. We define
80 =def CP_CP
8i+1 =def 8(8i)
8i =def ,
j<i
8 j if i is an limit ordinal.
Our algorithm will calculate the limit of the sequence [8i] i .
Definition 7.3. We define the CP-relation & as & =def lim i 8i .
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The limit exists since, by definition of 8, the chain [8i]i is nonincreasing.
Moreover, as a consequence of Proposition 7.2, & is an an -bisimulation:
Corollary 7.4. Relation & is an an-bisimulation.
If the pairs of incompatible processes are discarded from the fixed-point &, the
resulting relation is precisely open bisimilarity:
Theorem 7.5 (Characterization of open bisimulation in terms of &). Relations
 and & & - coincide.
In the definition of 8, we cannot demand compatibility between related processes,
because the compatibility relation - is not transitive, as witnessed by processes
A =def ( (&x)(x a .a b .0)) B =def (0, <) C =def ( (&x)(x a .a b .0), (a, b)) ,
where A - B and B - C, but A - C does not hold. If we added clause A - B, then
function 8 would not preserve transitivity, and hence we could not use 8 to define
a partition refinement algorithm.
The proof of Theorem 7.5 is based on two important properties of function 8.
The first property says that if relation D includes  and satisfies some other condi-
tions, then 8(D)D.
Definition 7.6. Let D and E be relations. We say that D is closed for anE-
injective substitutions if whenever A D B and _A , _B are injective substitutions
which coincide on anE (A) & anE (B) then A_A D B_B .
Lemma 7.7. Let D be an equivalence closed for anD-injective substitutions. If
D then 8(D)D.
The second property shows that function 8 preserves the properties of a CP-rela-
tions in Lemma 7.7.
Lemma 7.8. If D is an equivalence closed for anD -injective substitutions, then
also 8(D) is an equivalence closed for an8(D) -injective substitutions.
The two propositions guarantee that all relations 8i contain . This must also
be true for the fixed-point &, hence:
Corollary 7.9. & & - .
Moreover, since & is an an -bisimulation (Proposition 7.2), by Theorem 6.7 also
the converse inclusion holds. This, plus Corollary 7.9, proves Theorem 7.5.
Due to Theorem 4.5, the iterative method described in this section can be used
to check open bisimulation for plain processes also:
Corollary 7.10. PtD Q if and only if (P, D & fn(P)) &(Q, D & fn(Q)).
In the next section we describe an algorithm for checking open bisimilarity. Each
iteration of the algorithm precisely corresponds to an application of function 8.
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8. THE ALGORITHM
The algorithm we propose for open bisimulation is based on the characterisation
in Corollary 7.10. The main steps are sketched in Table 2. A partition on processes
can be viewed as a relation in which all processes in the same class are related; in
this way, we can talk of nonredundant transitions, active names, and normalised
transitions w.r.t. a partition. Some comments on the steps in the table:
Step 1. The saturated state graph of a process A0 is the pair (S, T ) where S and
T are, respectively, the minimal set of constrained processes and of transitions
between processors in S such that A0 # S and such that S and T are closed under
the following operations:
Sat-trans: If A # S and A ww(M, :) A$ with bn(:)[min[N&fn(A)]], then
A$ # S and A ww(M, :) A$ # T.
Sat-nonred: If (P, D) ww(M, :) (P$, D$) # T and (P, D) ww(N, ;) (P", D") # T
with M f N and :=;_M , then (P"_M , DMP, : & fn(P"_M)) # S.
Sat-bunch: Let y =def min[N&fn(A)]; if A ww(M, :) A$ # T with bn(:)=[ y], then
A$[vyyv] # S, for all v< y (where < is the strict order assumed on N).
Sat-nonred and sat-bunch are necessary, respectively, for the run-time computa-
tion of nonredundant transitions and for the targets of normalised transitions. Note
that sat-trans requires a single instantiation of bound names of actions. In sat-bunch,
v is strictly below min[N&fn(A)], since the latter name, which is surely inactive
for A, has already been considered in sat-trans.
Step 3. Each cycle corresponds to an application of function 8 of Section 6.
Step 3.1. Following Definition 5.1, to compute the nonredundant transitions
quickly, for each transition (P, D) ww(M, :) (P$, D$) we can keep a list of the processes
(P"_M , DPM, : & fn(P"_M)) such that (P, D) ww
(N, ;) (P", D") with M f N and
:=;_M ; then the given transition is nonredundant for P if and only if none of the
processes in the list is in the equivalence class of (P$, D$).
TABLE 2
Schema of the Algorithms to Check P tD Q
1. Generate the saturated state graphs (SP , TP) and (SQ , TQ) for the processes (P, D & fn(P)) and
(Q, D & fn(Q)).
2. Initialize P to the singleton partition on SP _ SQ (i.e., all processes in the same class).
3. Repeat the following steps until partition P becomes stable:
3.1. Set NonRed to be the subset of transitions in TP _ TQ which are non-redundant for P.
3.2. Compute the active names w.r.t. P, for each process in SP _ SQ .
3.3. If necessary, refine the partition P so that processes in the same class have the same set of active
names.
3.4. Compute the normalised transitions for P generated by the transitions in NonRed.
3.5. Apply the Paige and Tarjan refinement algorithm [11] on partition P using, as transitions, the
normalised ones computed in Step 3.4. Redefine P to be the resulting partition.
4. Check if (P, D & fn(P)) and (Q, D & fn(Q)) are in the same class.
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Step 3.2. Following Definition 6.1, the active names can be efficiently computed
via a transitive-closure algorithm (the nonredundant transitions have already been
computed in Step 3.1).
Step 3.4. The normalised transitions are generated applying inference rules
Norm1 and Norm2 to each transition in NonRed. (The derivatives of normalised
transitions are in SP _ SQ , so no new process needs to be added.)
The algorithm terminates if the saturated state spaces, produced from the input
processes in Step 1, are finite. This is the case for finite-control processes (up to
garbage collection of restriction, i.e., the law ‘‘if x  fn(P) then (&x) P=P ’’).
The algorithm can be used to produce the minimal realisation of a process P
w.r.t. a distinction Dfor this case it suffices to generate only the saturated state
graph of (P, D & fn(P)) in Step 1. If we take processes with normalised transitions
only (normalised transitions for processes are defined as for constrained processes
just replace A with P and A$ with P$ in Definition 6.1), then the process returned
by the algorithm (i.e., the one extracted from the final partition, where transitions
are those computed in the last execution of Step 3.4) is minimal in the number of
states, normalised transitions, and free names among all processes in the relation
tD with P.
Now we present two examples of applications of the algorithm. In both of them
we suppose that names are ordered as a<b<c< } } } .
Example 8.1. Figure 1 shows a subset of the saturated state graph for processes
A1 and A2 of Example 4.7. The target states of the dashed arrows are added to the
graph by rule sat-bunch; the target states of nondashed arrows are added by rule
sat-trans. For instance, state 1 can perform action c (b) and become state 4; so there
FIG. 1. Saturated graph corresponding tot the processes A1 and A2 of Example 8.1.
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is a nondashed arrow rom states 1 to 4. However, if name a is inactive in state 1,
then the bound name of the action should be a itself, and the target state should
be state 6, obtained from 4 applying substitution [abba]; so there is a dashed
arrow from states 1 to 6.
Note that the two nondashed transitions that exit from 1 satisfy the conditions
for applying rule sat-nonred; as a consequence, state 10 is added to the graph (this
state is also added by rule sat-trans applied to state 9).
Initially all states are in the same class of the partition. In this situation the tran-
sition from state 1 to state 2 is redundant and, therefore, name a is inactive in state
1 (there is no sequence of nonredundant transitions in which a is free). When the
Paige and Tarjan refinement algorithm is run (step 3.5 of our algorithm), the target
of the right transition from state 1 is state 6, rather than state 4. Similarly, a is
inactive in state 3 and the target of its transition is state 12.
The partition refinement algorithm refines the partition as follows:
[1, 5] [2, 10] [3, 11] [4] [6] [7] [8] [9] [12].
This is the stable partition: since states 2 and 10 are in the same class, a transition
from 1 to 2 remains redundant, and name a remains inactive in state 1. The algorithm
correctly recognises A1 and A2 as open bisimilar, since states 1 and 5 end up in the
same class.
The minimal realisation for A1 and A2 yielded by the algorithm is represented in
Fig. 2. Each state corresponds to a class of the partition; class [4] does not appear,
since it is not reachable from the initial state. The minimal realisation is identical
to the graph generated by A2 using normalised transitions. In this sense we can
consider process A2 as minimal.
Example 8.3. Consider the processes H (a, c) and K (c) , where constants H
and K are defined by
H =def (a, c)(c(b) . ({ .c b .H (a, c) +[a=b] { .c c .K (a, c) ))
and
K =def (c)(c(b) .{ .c b .K (c) ).
FIG. 2. Minimal realisation for the processes A1 and A2 of Example 8.1.
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FIG. 3. Saturated graph corresponding to the processes H (a, c) and K (c) of Example 8.2.
The saturated state graph corresponding to the processes2 is represented in Fig. 3,
where we have used the auxiliary constant
H$ =def (a, b, c)({ .c b .H (a, c) +[a=b] { .c c .H (a, c) ).
State 7 is added to the graph by rule sat-bunch (this state is obtained from state 2
applying substitution [abba]). States 4 and 9 are added by rule sat-nonred. For
instance, state 4 (namely c a .H (a, c) ) is obtained from state 3 (namely c b .H (a, c) )
applying substitution [ab]; this substitution is generated by the condition in the
transition from state 2 to state 5.
In this example, two iterations of the loop (step 3) of our algorithm are needed
for the partition to stabilise. In the first iteration, all the states are in the same class.
The transition from 2 to 5 is redundant since it is covered by the transition from
2 to 3. Similarly, the transition from 7 to 8 is redundant. Name a is inactive in
state 1, so it can be used as a bound name in the normalised input transition from
state 1.
At the end of the first iteration the partition consists of the following classes:
[1, 6, 11] [2] [3] [4, 9, 10, 13] [5, 8] [7, 12].
At this point, states 1 and 11, corresponding to the processes H (a, c) and K (c) ,
are still in the same class.
In the second iteration, since states 4 and 5 are not in the same class, the tran-
sition from 2 to 5 becomes nonredundant. As a consequence, name a becomes
active in state 2 and, therefore, in state 1. In this situation, name b has to be used
as a bound name in the transition from 1, and the target of this transition becomes
state 2. Also the transition from 7 to 8 becomes nonredundant, and name b
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2 Since all the distinctions are empty, we have omitted them in the figure and in the discussion of this
example.
becomes active in state 6; however, this does not affect the target of the transition
from 6. At the end, the classes of the partition are as follows:
[1] [6] [11] [2] [3] [4, 9] [10] [13] [5, 8] [7] [12].
The algorithm correctly recognises that H (a, c) and K (c) are not open bisimilar,
since states 1 and 11 end up in the different classes.
9. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented various characterisations of open bisimulation. From the last
one, we have extracted a partition refinement algorithm. It can be used on finite
control processes for checking bisimilarity and for producing minimal realisations
of processes.
Complexity. The PaigeTarjan algorithm has a worst-case running time O(m log n),
on the number m of transitions and n of states; in our case, m and n are the number
of transitions and of states obtained after initialisation (Step 1 in Table 2). The
PaigeTarjan routine may be applied several times (Step 3 in Table 2), but at most
in runs n times, since at each iteration at least one split of the partition is made.
Hence, we get a worst case running time O(mn log n).
However, the algorithm is exponential w.r.t. the syntactic length of the processes.
The exponentiality is caused by the expansion of the parallel component of processes,
as in CCS, and by value communication, as in data-dependent programs [6].
Surprisingly, the degree of exponentiation in the ?-calculus is similar to that of CCS
[4, 9]. Against this exponential bounds, the possibility of minimising process
representations, offered by the algorithm, becomes important: As it happens in
CCS, large-scale examples become tractable if process subcomponents are first
minimised.
Active names and nonredundant transitions. The algorithm presented makes no
attempts at uncovering active names and nonredundant transitions in initialisation.
This may cause a large addition of states in the saturation procedure (operations
sat-nonred and sat-bunch in Step 1) and a high number of iterations of the Paige
Tarjan routine.
However, a quick analysis of the processes could often produce reasonable estimates
of active names and nonredundant transitions. For instance, all transitions with a
true (i.e., empty) condition are nonredundant, and all free names in their labels are
active. We believe that this direction can lead to significant improvements.
In nontrivial processes such as those used in the specification and the implemen-
tation of the handover protocol in the GSM Public Land Mobile Network [10],
all free names are active, and all transitions are nonredundant. It would be useful
to find syntactic characterisations of classes of processes with this property. An
example is the fragment of language without parallel composition and matching.
One could then envisage a two-speed algorithm, the first speed (faster) to be used
when active names and nonredundant transitions can be quickly computed in
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initialisation. (Indeed, the speeds could even be three, the intermediate one to be
used when active names are known but nonredundant transitions are not.) Again,
the applicability of the first speed can be enhanced by first minimising the represen-
tation of process subcomponents whose active names and nonredundant transitions
are hard to compute.
Extensions. The algorithm can be extended to the polyadic ?-calculus (where
tuples of names are communicated). It can also be adapted to early and late bisimula-
tions and to weak and branching bisimulations.
We briefly discuss the extension to early and late bisimulations. In these
bisimulations, intuitively, free names of processes are used as constants rather than
variables. Two processes a(x).P and a(x).Q are equivalent if P and Q are thus
under all possible instantiations of the placeholder x. Since names are viewed as
constants, syntactically different free names of a process are considered distinct
constants and may never be identified. As a consequence, in (the standard defini-
tions of) early and late bisimulation, transitions have no ‘‘condition’’ part and
distinctions are not used. Therefore Dependencies 2 and 3 discussed in the Introduction
do not arise in the definitions of early and late bisimulations. The only dependency
still present is (something like) Dependancy 1 which appears in input and bound
output transitions. This dependency remains because, as in open bisimulation, the
clause for these transitions imposes a requirement on the processes being compared
that depends on the union of the free names of the two processes. And, as for open
bisimulation, bisimilar processes may have different sets of free names. Active
names rather than free names should be used; but computing the active names is
as difficult as the bisimulation checking itself.
The algorithm for checking early or late bisimilarity between two given processes
has the following structure3 :
1. Generate the state graphs for the two processes; in the case of input tran-
sitions, the placeholder of the input must be instantiated with all the free names of
the source processes plus the first name which does not appear in the source
process.
2. Generate an initial partition in which all states are in the same class.
3. Repeat the following steps until the partition becomes stable:
3.1. Compute the active names of the processes w.r.t. the current partition.
3.2. If necessary, refine the partition so that processes in the same class
have the same set of active names.
3.3. Apply the PaigeTarjan refinement algorithm using, as instantiations
for an input transition, all active names for the source process plus the first name
which is not active.
4. Check if the initially given processes are in the same class.
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3 The difference between the standard definitions of early and late bisimulations do not affect the
structure of the algorithm; see [9].
This algorithm is similar to the one for open bisimulation presented in Table 2;
however, here we do not have to deal with nonredundant transitions (all transitions
are nonredundant) and the states of the graphs correspond to (unconstrained)
processes.
The algorithm proposed in [9] for early and late bisimulations for a ?-calculus
without matching can be seen as a special case of the algorithm above. Indeed
in these semantics, if matching is not allowed then active names are all identified
during the first iteration of Step 3.1, so that Step 3 has to be executed just once.
The above sketched algorithm for early and late bisimulations is different from
that proposed by Dam [4]. Our algorithm takes a process P as input and gives
back a ‘‘canonical’’ minimal form for P as a result; this canonical minimal form has,
in particular, a minimal number of free names (that is, no process with fewer free
names can be bisimilar with P). By contrast, the minimisation that Dam’s algo-
rithm gives is relative to a given set of names; that is, Dam’s algorithm takes as
input, besides P, a set S of names that includes all free names of P and returns a
process whose set of free names will, in general, contain S.
In this paper, we have chosen to deal with the open semantics for several reasons:
First, as explained above, the partitioning algorithm problem for open semantics is
much more complex than for early or late semantics; it is easy to extend the techni-
ques for open semantics to the other semantics, but not the converse. Second, since
open bisimulation is stronger than late and early bisimulations, the minimisation of
a process w.r.t. open bisimulation is also sound for the other bisimulations, but not
the converse. Third, since the use of names in input transitions is much less heavy
in open bisimulation,4 checking open bisimulation will generally be faster than
checking early or late bisimulations [2, 13, 15]. Fourth, by contrast with early and
late bisimulations, open bisimulation is a congruence relation, which allows us to
perform compositional minimisations of processes. Finally, open bisimulation has
better algebraic properties; for instance, a sound and complete axiomatisation for
the finite processes exists. In the case of early and late bisimulations, axiomatisa-
tions exist only for the induced congruences, and they are more complex.
Implementations. The algorithm has been implemented by the authors. The imple-
mentation is still very rough; however, it can handle some interesting examples such as
the GSM protocol described in [10]. Experimentations with the implementation have
suggested extensions and improvements such as those described above. Performance
comparisons with the MWB, as well as the integration of the algorithm with the
MWB and other tool sets such as JACK [1] or AUTOGRAPH [3] are planned.
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4 Notice that, due to rule sat-bunch in the generation of the saturated state graph, our algorithm for
open bisimulation may require more than one transition for any input of a process. However, in most
of the cases this bunch of transitions is much smaller than a bunch obtained by allowing each possible
free name of the process to be the value of any input transition, as would be the case in the late and
early semantics; this advantage increases if some estimation of the active names of processes is performed
before generating the bunch of input transitions.
Minimisation. The algorithm performs minimisation of processes on the normalised
transition system. Roughly, normalised means that the bound name of transitions
is forced to be the first inactive in the source process.
It would be interesting to see whether there are minimal forms and minimisation
algorithms with more relaxed conditions on the choice of bound names. The challenge
is that the minimal forms must be canonical, i.e., syntactically identical for bisimilar
processes.
APPENDIX
A. Basic Lemmas
In this appendix we present some facts on conditions, distinctions, substitutions,
and canonical transitions. The proofs are simple, so we only report a few cases.
Lemma A.1. Let P be a process and _ be a substitution (resp. an injective sub-
stitution). There exists some substitution (resp. injective substitution) \ such that
P_=P\ and the set
[x # N : \(x){x]
is finite.
The previous lemma is often used, implicitly, in the proofs that follow. In fact it
is often required that, given a process P and a substitution _, there exists some
name x which is neutral for _. There are substitutions for which no such name
exists; however, by applying the lemma above, substitution _ can be replaced with
an equivalent substitution for which such a name exists.
Lemma A.2. If P ww(M, :) P$ then fn(P$)fn(P) _M _ bn(:).
A.1. Lemmas on Conditions and Substitutions
Lemma A.3. If M f N, then M_ f N_ for all substitutions _.
Lemma A.4. If M$ df M_, then _M__M$=__M$ .
Proof. We have to show that _M$(_(_M(a)))=_M$(_(:)) for each name a. By
definition of _M
M f [_M(a)=a].
Hence, by applying substitution _,
M_ f [_(_M(a))=_(a)].
From this and M$ df M_ we obtain
M$ f [_(_M(a))=_(a)]
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which, in turn, by definition of _M$ , implies
_M$(_(_M(a)))=_M$(_(a)).
Lemma A.5. If M f N, then _M=_N_M .
Lemma A.6. Suppose M$ df M_, with _ an injective substitution, and let V be
any set of names. Then __M$ is injective on V_M .
A.2. Lemmas on Distinctions
Lemmas A.7A.9 relate distinctions and conditions.
Lemma A.7. If M respects D and D$D, then M respects D$.
Lemma A.8. If M respects D and M f N, then N respects D.
Lemma A.9. If M respects D and D$ & n(M)=D & n(M), then M respects D$.
Lemmas A.10A.12 show distributivity properties of substitutions.
Lemma A.10. (D _ E)M(P, Q), :=D
M
P, : _ E
M
Q, : .
Lemma A.11. If n(M)fn(P), then D_M & fn(P_M)=(D & fn(P)) _M .
Lemma A.12. If _ is injective on fn(P), then D_ & fn(P_)=(D & fn(P)) _.
Lemma A.13. Suppose bn(:) & fn(P, D) = <, n(M)  fn(P), and fn(P$) 
fn(P) _ bn(:), Then
(D & fn(P))MP, : & fn(P$)=D
M
P, : & fn(P$).
The two lemmas below will be useful to push substitutions inside distinctions.
Lemma A.14. Let DM(P1 , ..., Pn), : and (D_)
M$
(P1_, ..., Pn_), :$
be two distinctions. If
M$ df M_, bn(:) is neutral for _, and :$=:__M$ then
DM(P1 , ..., Pn), :__M$=(D_)
M$
(P1_, ..., Pn _), :$
.
Proof.
DM(P1 , ..., Pn), :__M$ =[by definition of D
M
(P1 , ..., Pn), :
]
(D _ (en(:)_fn(P1 , ..., Pn))) _M__M$=[since _M__M$=__M$ by Lemma A.4]
(D _ (en(:)_fn(P1 , ..., Pn))) __M$=[by distributing _]
(D_ _ (en(:) __fn(P1_, ..., Pn _))) _M$=[since en(:) _=en(:)=en(:$)]
(D_ _ (en(:$)_fn(P1_, ..., Pn _))) _M$=(D_)M$(P1_, ..., Pn_), :$ . K
Lemma A.15. Suppose D is a distinction, M respects D, bn(:) & fn(P1 , ..., Pn , M)
=<, and M f N. Then M respects DN(P1 , ..., Pn ), : and
DN(P1 , ..., Pn ), :_M=D
M
(P1 , ..., Pn), :
.
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B. Proofs for Section 3
In this appendix we give the proof of Theorem 3.5. As explained in the main text,
the essence of the proof is represented by Lemma 3.6. We only report the proof of
the third item of the lemma; the proof of the other items is based on similar techniques.
Lemma B.1. If R > S then C(R) > Sub(C(S)).
Proof. Suppose P(C(R))D Q. This means that there is some D$ such that
P RD _ D$ Q and D$ & fn(P, Q)=<. Suppose that P ww
(M, :) P$, that M respects D,
and that bn(:) & fn(P, Q, D)=<.
Since n(M)fn(P), and hence n(M) & n(D$)=<, by Lemma A.9 we infer that
M respects also D _ D$. Hence there is some Q ww(N, ;) Q$ such that M f N,
:=;_M , and
P$ S(D _ D$)M(P, Q), : Q$_M . (9)
We now distinguish the case bn(:) & n(D$)=< and bn(:) & n(D$){<.
Case 1. It holds that bn(:) & n(D$)=<. Then we can conclude
P$(C(S))DM(P, Q), :$ Q$_M
from (9) and the definition of C, since
(D _ D$)M(P, Q), :$=D
M
(P, Q), :$ _ D$_M
by definitions of (D _ D$)M(P, Q), :$ and of D
M
(P, Q), :$ _ D$_M , and
D$_M & fn(P$, Q$_M)=<
since
D$_M & fn(P$, Q$_M)[since fn(P$, Q$)(fn(P, Q) _ bn(:)) _M
by Lemma A.2]
D$_M & (fn(P, Q) _ bn(:)) _M=[by Lemma A.11]
(D$ & (fn(P, Q) _ bn(:))) _M=[since n(D$) & fn(P, Q) and n(D$) & bn(:)=<
by hypothesis]
<.
Case 2. It holds that bn(:) & n(D$){<. We can take a variant P ww(M, :$) P" of
P ww(M, :) P$, so that bn(:$) & n(D$)=<. We can now use the result of Case 1 and
infer that there is a transition Q ww(N, ;$) Q" such that M f N, :$=;$_M , and
P"(C(S))DM(P, Q), :$ Q"_M .
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Choosing the variant Q ww(N, ;) Q$ of Q ww(N, ;$) Q" such that ;=:_M , and the
substitution that maps bn(:$) into bn(:), we obtain
P$(Sub(C(S)))DM(P, Q), : Q$_M . K
Starting from Lemma 3.6, the proofs of Corollaries 3.7 and 3.8 are straight-
forward, as is the proof of Theorem 3.5:
Proof of Theorem 3.5. Let F be any function on indexed relations defined from
functions Sub, W, C, Sq, and Sym, and constructors _ , %, and *. We have to
show that R > F(R) implies Rt.
It is easy to observe, by induction on the definition of F, that F(R)(Sub _
W _ C _ Sq _ Sym)* (R), so R > F(R) implies R > (Sub _ W _ C _ Sq
_ Sym)* (R). This implies Rt by Corollary 3.8. K
B.1. Proof for Section 3.1
Lemma B.2 shows that if P and Q are open bisimilar, then a transition from P
either can be matched by a transition from Q with the same condition or is covered
by a transition by P with a logically weaker condition. This fact is used in the proof
of Theorem 3.11.
Lemma B.2. Suppose PtD Q and P ww
(M, :) P$ with bn(:) & fn(P, Q, D)=<.
Then one of these cases is true:
1. There is some P ww(N, ;) P" such that M d3 f N, :=;_M , and
P$tDM(P, :) P"_M .
2. There is some Q ww(M, :) Q$ such that P$tD M(P, Q), : Q$.
Proof of Theorem 3.11. We have to prove that if PtD Q then PtE Q for
E =def (D & fn(P)) _ (D & fn(Q)). We show something more general: PtD Q implies
PtE Q for E$(D & fn(P)) _ (D & fn(Q)). Let R be the indexed relation defined as
follows:
RE =
def [(P, Q): _D such that PtD Q and E$(D & fn(P)) _ (D _ fn(Q))].
We show that R > (Sub _ W _ C _ Sq _ Sym)* (R); by Theorem 3.5, this
implies Rt.
Suppose P RE Q and PtD Q, for some D with E$(D & fn(P)) _ (D & fn(Q)).
Suppose also
P ww(M, :) P$ with bn(:) & fn(P, Q, E)=<, and M respects E.
We show that there is matching transition from Q. It suffices to prove this assuming
bn(:) & n(D)=<; for, otherwise, we can take a variant which satisfies this condi-
tion and get a proof exploiting the closure of (Sub _ W _ C _ Sq _ Sym)* (R)
under substitutions.
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We proceed by induction on M. Since E & n(M)=D & n(M) and M respects E,
by Lemma A.9, M also respects D. Therefore from PtD Q and Lemma B.2, one of
these cases is true:
1. Q ww(M, :) Q$ with P$tD M(P, Q), : Q$.
2. P ww(N, ;) P" with M d3 f N, :=;_M , and
P$tDM(P, :) P"_M . (10)
We consider each of these cases.
Case 1. We show that
P$ RE M(P, Q), : Q$.
Since P$tDM(P, Q), : Q$, by definition of R it is sufficient to prove
EM(P, Q), : $(DM(P, Q), : & fn(P$)) _ (DM(P, Q), : & fn(Q$)). (11)
We just show that E M(P, Q), : $DM(P, Q), : & fn(P$), i.e., that
(E _ (en(:) & fn(P, Q))) _M $(D _ (en(:) & fn(P, Q))) _M & fn(P$).
This in turn is derived from
E_M $D_M & fn(P$)
(en(:) & fn(P, Q)) _M$(en(:) & fn(P, Q)) _M & fn(P$).
The second inclusion is obvious. Now we consider the first one. Since E$D & fn(P),
using Lemma A.11,
E_M $(D & fn(P)) _M=D_M & fn(P) _M .
This is enough, since fn(P$)fn(P) _M _ bn(:) and bn(:) & n(D_M)=<.
Case 2. By the inductive assumption, since P ww(N, ;) P", there is some Q ww(L, #) Q$
such that N f L, ;=#_N , and
P"((Sub _ W _ C _ Sq _ Sym)* (R))E N(P, Q), : Q$_N .
By Lemma A.15, M respects E N(P, Q), : and
P"_M((Sb _ W _ C _ Sq _ Sym)* (R))E M(P, Q), : Q$_M . (12)
Next, we show that (10) implies
P$ RE MP, : P"_M . (13)
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To obtain this we have to show that
E MP, : $(DMP, : & fn(P$)) _ (DMP, : & fn(P"_M))
and this is similar to the proof of (11).
By weakening (13) we obtain
P$(W(R))E M(P, Q), : P"_M .
From this and (12) we infer
P$((Sb _ W _ C _ Sq _ Sym)* (R))E M(P, Q), : Q$_M .
This shows that Q ww(L, #) Q$ is a matching transition for P ww(M, :) P$, since it also
holds that :=#_M and M f L. K
C. Proofs for Section 4
Now we present some basic lemmas on constrained processes. Lemma C.1 gives
us another formulation of the compatibility condition on constrained processes.
Lemma C.1. Let (P, D) and (Q, E) be constrained processes. Then (P, D) -
(Q, E) holds iff there exists some distinction F such that D=F & fn(P) and E=F & fn(Q).
Lemma C.2. Let A and B be two constrained processes such that A - B and let _
be an injective substitution. Then also A_ - B_.
Lemma C.3. Let (P, D) and (Q, E) be constrained processes and P$ be a plain
process. Suppose that n(M)fn(P), bn(:) & fn(P, Q)=<, and fn(P$)fn(P) _M _
bn(:). Then
(D _ E)M(P, Q), : & fn(P$)=D
M
P, : & fn(P$).
Lemma C.4 shows the effect of injective substitutions on transitions of constrained
processes.
Lemma C.4. Let _ be an injective substitution. We have:
1. If A ww(M, :) A$ and bn(:) is neutral for _, then there is some A_ www(M$, :$) A"
with M$ df M_, :$=:__M$ , and A"=A$__M$ .
2. The converse, i.e., if A_ www(M$, :$) A" and bn(:$) is neutral for _, then there
is some A ww(M, :) A$ with M$ df M_, :$=:__M$ , and A"=A$__M$ .
C.1. Proofs for Section 4.1
Lemma C.5. Assume (P, D) - (Q, E) . Whenever (P, D) ww(M, :) (P$, D$) and
(Q, E) ww(N, ;) (Q$, E$) , with M f N and :=;_M , then
(P$, D$) - (Q$_M , (D _ E)M(P, Q), : & fn(Q$_M)).
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Proof. By definition of compatible processes (Definition 4.1), we have to show
that
(DMP, : & fn(P$)) & fn(Q$_M)=((D _ E)
M
(P, Q), : & fn(Q$_M)) & fn(P$). (14)
By Lemma C.3 we obtain
(D _ E)M(P, Q), : & fn(P$)=D
M
P, : & fn(P$)
and hence (14) follows by intersecting both sides with fn(Q$_M). K
Lemma C.6. Let D and E be relations such that D > E. Then (D & - ) > (E & - ).
Now we show that the two open bisimilarity relations we have definedon plain
and on constrained processescoincide. This is done in the next two lemmas,
which are the building blocks of the proof of Theorem 4.5.
Lemma C.7. If PtD Q then (P, D & fn(P))  (Q, D & fn(Q)).
Proof. Let D be the CP-relations so defined:
D =
def [((P, D & fn(P)) , (Q, D & fn(Q)) ) : PtD Q].
We show that D - and D > D. Then the thesis follows by Lemma 4.3.
Suppose A D B. Then A=(P, D & fn(P)) and B=(Q, D & fn(Q)) for some P,
Q, and D such that PtD Q.
By strong strengthening (Theorem 3.11), PtE P with E =
def
(D & fn(P)) _ (D & fn(Q)).
Notice also that D & fn(P)=E & fn(P) and, similarly, D & fn(Q)=E & fn(Q). Hence
A - B holds by Lemma C.1.
To conclude, we have to show that the transitions from A are matched by the
transitions from B (the converse is similar).
Suppose A ww(M, :) A$ with bn(:) & fn(B)=<. Then, by definition of transition on
constrained processes, it holds that P ww(M, :) P$, that M respects D & fn(P), and
that A$=(P$, (D & fn(P))MP, : & fn(P$)).
We want to show that M respects E; this is proved by this sequence of implications:
M respects D & fn(P) O [since D & fn(P)=E & fn(P)]
M respects E & fn(P) O [by Lemma A.9]
M respects E.
Since t is an open bisimulation, PtE Q, and M respects E, the transition P ww
(M, :) P$
must be matched by a transition from Q, say
Q ww
(N, ;)
Q$, (15)
such that M f N, :=;_M , and P$tE M(P, Q), : Q$_M .
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Given (15), by the definition of transition on constrained processes we can infer
B ww(N, ;) (Q$, (D & fn(Q))NQ, ; & fn(Q$))
proviso N respects D & fn(Q); this fact is true, since
M respects E O [by Lemma A.7]
M respects E & fn(Q) O [since E & fn(Q)=fn(Q)]
M respects D & fn(Q) O [by Lemma A.8]
N respects D & fn(Q).
It remains to show that
(P$, (D & fn(P))MP, : & fn(P$))
D (Q$_M , ((D & fn(P)) _ (D & fn(Q)))M(P, Q), : & fn(Q$, _M)). (16)
Since D & fn(P)=E & fn(P) and E=(D & fn(P)) _ (D & fn(Q)), (16) can be rewritten
as
(P$, (E & fn(P))MP, : & fn(P$)) D (Q$_M , E
M
(P, Q), : & fn(Q$_M)) . (17)
By Lemma A.13, (E & fn(P))MP, : & fn(P$)=E
M
P, : & fn(P$); so (17) can be rewritten
as
(P$, E M(P, Q), : & fn(P$)) D (Q$_M , E
M
(P, Q), : & fn(Q$_M)) ,
which follows from P$tE M(P, Q), : Q$_M by definition of D. K
Lemma C.8. If (P, D)  (Q, E) then PtD _ E Q.
Proof. Let R be the indexed relation on plain processes defined as follows:
RF =
def [(P, Q) : (P, D)  (Q, E) and F=D _ E].
We show that R is an open bisimulation up to weakening, i.e., R > W(R). By
Theorem 3.5, this implies Rt.
Suppose P RF Q. Then, by definition of R, there are (P, D) and (Q, E) with
(P, D)  (Q, E) and F=D _ E. By definition of , it holds that (P, D) -
(Q, E) .
For each transition of P, we have to exhibit a matching transition of Q. Suppose
P ww(M, :) P$, with bn(:) & fn(Q)=< and M respects F. By Lemma A.7, M respects
also D, so, by definition of transitions on constrained processes, (P, D) ww(M, :)
(P$, DMP, : & fn(P$)) .
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Since (P, D)  (Q, E) , bn(:) & fn(Q)=<, and (P, D) ww(M, :) (P$, DMP, : &
fn(P$)) , there is a transition (Q, E) ww(N, ;) (Q$, E MQ, ; & fn(Q$)) such that M f N,
:=;_M , and
(P$, DMP, : & fn(P$))  (Q$_M , (D _ E)M(P, Q), : & fn(Q$_M)). (18)
Then also Q ww(N, ;) Q$ must hold. It remains to show
P$W(R)FM(P, Q), : Q$_M . (19)
By definition of R, from (18) we obtain
P$ R(DMP, : & fn(P$)) _ ((D _ E)MP, Q, : & fn(Q$_M)) Q$_M .
Then (19) is obtained by weakening, since
FM(P, Q), : =[by definition of F]
(D _ E)M(P, Q), :=[since D
M
P, : (D _ E)
M
(P, Q), :
by Lemma A.10]
DMP, : _ (D _ E)
M
(P, Q), :$[by set manipulations]
(DMP, : & fn(P$)) _ ((D _ E)
M
(P, Q), : & fn(Q$_M)). K
C.2. Proofs for Section 4.2
Now we report the proof of Theorem 4.10. First, we need some auxiliary results.
Lemma C.9. Suppose that:
1. (P, D) - (Q, E) ,
2. M respects D _ E, n(M)fn(P), M f N and n(N)fn(Q),
3. :=;_M and bn(:) & fn(P, Q)=<,
4. fn(P$)fn(P) _ bn(:) and fn(Q$)fn(Q) _ bn(:),
5. (P$, DNP, ; & fn(P$)) D (Q$, E
N
Q, ; & fn(Q$)).
Then (P$_M , DMP, : & fn(P$_M)) SubW (D)(Q$_M , (D _ E)
M
P, Q, : & fn(Q$_M)) .
Proof. Conditions M f N and n(M)fn(P) imply n(N)fn(P). From
Lemma C.3, we infer
(D _ E)N(P, Q), ; & fn(P$)=D
N
P, ; & fn(P$)
and
(D _ E)N(P, Q), ; & fn(Q$)=E
N
Q, ; & fn(Q$).
Hence, by hypothesis 5,
(P$, (D _ E)N(P, Q), ; & fn(P$)) D (Q$, (D _ E)
N
(P, Q), ; & fn(Q$)) . (20)
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Since M respects D _ E, we can apply Lemma A.15 and deduce that M respects
also (D _ E)N(P, Q), ; and that (D _ E)
N
(P, Q), ; _M=(D _ E)
M
(P, Q), : . By definition of
SubW , using _M as a substitution, from (20) we obtain
(P$_M , (D _ E)M(P, Q), : & fn(P$_M)) SubW (D) (Q$_M , (D _ E)
M
(P, Q), : & fn(Q$_M)).
Finally, by Lemma C.3 (D _ E)M(P, Q), : & fn(P$_M)=D
M
P, : & fn(P$_M); therefore
(P$_M , DMP, : & fn(P$_M)) SubW (D) (Q$_M , (D
N
P, : _ E
M
Q, :) & fn(Q$_M)). K
Corollary C.10. Suppose that the hypothesis of Lemma C.9 holds and that, in
addition, n(M)fn(Q). Then:
(P$_M , DMP, : & fn(P$_M)) SubW (D)(Q$_M , E
M
Q, : & fn(Q$_M)).
Lemma C.11. Let D and E be two compatible CP-relations such that D > E.
Suppose (P, D) D (Q, E) and (P, D) ww(M, :) (P$, D$) with bn(:) & fn(Q)=<.
Then there are transitions (P, D) ww(N, ;) (P", D") and (Q, E) ww(N, ;) (Q", E")
such that M f N, :=;_M ,
(P", D") E (Q", E") ,
and
(P$, D$)(SubW _ SqW _ Sym)* (E)(P"_M , DMP, : & fn(P"_M)).
Proof. By induction on M. K
Lemma C.12. Suppose that (P, D) - (Q, E) and that
(P, D) ww
(M, :)
(P$, Q$) (Q, E) ww
(N, ;)
(Q", E") (P, D) ww
(N, ;)
(P", Q") ,
with M f N, :=;_M . If (P", D")(SubW _ SqW _ Sym)* (D)(Q", E") and
(P$, D$)(SubW _ SqW _ Sym)* (D)(P"_M , DMP, : & fn(P"_M)) (21)
for some CP-relation D, then
(P$, D$)(SubW _ SqW _ Sym)* (D)(Q"_M , (DMP, : _ E
M
Q, :) & fn(Q"_M)) .
(22)
Proof. Applying Lemma C.9 onto (P", D")(SubW _ SqW _ Sym)* (D)
(Q", E") , we get
(P"_M , DMP, : & fn(P"_M))
(SubW _ SqW _ Sym)* (D)(Q"_M , (DMP, : & E
M
Q, :) & fn(Q"_M)).
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From this and (21), we obtain (22) by weak transitivity (the compatibility between
the two constrained processes is ensured by Lemma C.5). K
Definition C.13. A transition A www(M, x( y)) A$ (resp. A www(M, x ( y)) A$) is a variant
of the transition A www(M, x(w)) A" (resp. A www(M, x (w)) A") if A"=A$[wyyw].
In the previous definition, since y, w  fn(A), instead of A"=A$[wyyw] we
could have equivalently required that A"=A$[wy] or that A$=A"[ yw].
Lemma C.14. Suppose that D is a CP-relation closed under injective substitutions.
Suppose also that (P, D) ww(M, :) (P$, D$) , (Q, E) ww(N, ;) (Q$, E$) with M f N,
:=;_M , and
(P$, D$) D (Q$_M , (D _ E)M(P, Q), : & fn(Q$_M)).
If (P, D) ww(M, :$) (P", D") and (Q, E) ww(N, ;$) (Q", E") are variants of (P, D)
ww(M, :) (P$, D$) and (Q, E) ww(N, ;) (Q$, E$) , respectively, and :$=;$_M , then also
(P", D") D (Q"_M , (D _ E)M(P, Q), :$ & fn(Q"_M)).
Now we are ready to prove Lemma 4.11, which will be the basis for the proof of
Theorem 4.10. We just report the proof of the second item of the lemma, the one
for function SqW .
Lemma C.15. Suppose that D and E are two compatible CP-relations. If D > E
then it holds that SqW (D) > (SubW _ SqW _ Sym)* (E).
Proof. Suppose (P, D) SqW (D)(Q, E) and (P, D) ww
(M, :) (P$, D$) with
bn(:) & fn(Q)=<. We show, by induction on M, that there are transitions (P, D)
ww(N, ;) (P", Q") and (Q, E) ww(N, ;) (Q", E"), with
M f N :=;_M (P", D")(SubW _ SqW _ Sym)* (E)(Q", E")
and
(P$, D$)(SubW _ SqW _ Sym)* (E)(P"_M , DMP, : & fn(P"_M)).
Then the thesis of the lemma follows by Lemma C.12. If (P, D) SqW (D)(Q, E)
then (P, D) - (Q, E) and there is (R, F) such that (P, D) D (R, F) D (Q, E) .
Since (SubW _ SqW _ Sym)* is closed under injective substitutions, by Lemma
C.14 it suffices to find a matching transition from (Q, E) assuming that bn(:) is
fresh not only w.r.t. Q but also w.r.t. R.
Now we build a chain of transitions by repeatedly applying Lemma C.11 (whose
uses will not be mentioned). First, (P, D) ww(M, :) (P$, D$) implies (P, D) ww(L, #)
(P$$$, D$$$) and (R, F) ww(L, #) (R$, F $) with
(P$$$, D$$$) E (R$, F $) M f L :=#_M
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and
(P$, D$)(SubW _ SqW _ Sym)* (E)(P$$$_M , DMP, : & fn(P$$$_M)) .
This, in turn, implies (R, F) www
(N0 , ;0) (R$0 , F $0) and (Q, E) www
(N0 , ;0) (Q$0 , D$0)
with
(R$0 , F $0) E (Q$0 , E$0) L f N0 #=;0 _L
and
(R$, F $)(SubW _ SqW _ Sym)* (E)(R$0 _L , FLR, # & fn(R$0_L)) . (23)
We distinguish two cases: M df N0 and M d3 f N0 .
Case 1. It holds that M df N0 . Then M df L df N0 and hence M=
L=N0 . Then we can take (P", D") =
def (P$$$, D$$$) , (Q", E") =def (Q$0 , E$0) , N=L,
and ;=:. To conclude, it remains to show that
(P$$$, D$$$)(SubW _ SqW _ Sym)* (E)(Q$0 , E$0) ,
which is obtained by weak transitivity from (P$$$, D$$$) E (R$, F $) , (23), and
(R$0 , F $0) E (Q$0 , E$0) (all the involved states are compatible by Lemma C.5).
Case 2. It holds that M d3 f N0 . Then there are (Q, E) www
(L1 , #1) (Q$1 , E$1)
and (R, F) www
(L1 , #1) (R$1 , F $1) with
(Q$1 , E$1) Sym(E)(R$1 , F $1) N0 f L1 ;0=#1 _N0
and
(Q$0 , D$0)(SubW _ SqW _ Sym)* (E)(Q$1 _N0 , E
N0
Q, ;0
& fn(Q$1_N0)).
Then, also (R, F) www
(M1 , :1) (R$2 , F $2) and (P, D) www
(M1 , :1) (P$1 , D$1) with
(R$2 , F $2) Sym(E)(P$1 , D$1) L1 f M1 #1=:1 _L1
and
(R$1 , F $1)(SubW _ SqW _ Sym)* (E)(R$2_L1 , F
L1
R, #1
& fn(R$2 _L1 )) .
Since M d3 f M1 , we can apply the inductive hypothesis on (P, D) www
(M1 , :1) (P$1 , D$1)
and infer that there are transitions (P, D) ww(N, ;) (P", D") and (Q, E) ww(N, ;)
(Q", E") such that
M1 f N :1=;_M1 (P", D")(SubW _ SqW _ Sym)* (E)(Q", E")
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and
(P$1 , D$1)(SubW _ SqW _ Sym)* (E)(P"_M1 , D
M1
P, :1
& fn(P"_M1 )).
It holds that M f N and :=;_M . To conclude the proof, we have to show that
(P$, D$)(SubW _ SqW _ Sym)* (E)(P"_M , DMP, : & fn(P"_M)).
This is easily obtained by combining the pairs of constrained states reported above,
which are in relation E, Sym(E), or (SubW _ SqW _ Sym)* (E). We obtain this
by exploiting the closure of (SubW _ SqW _ Sym)* by weak transitivity and by
substitutions. This concludes the proof. K
Lemma C.16. If D - then (SubW _ SqW _ Sym)* (D) - .
Once Lemma 4.11 is proved, the proofs of Corollaries 4.12 and 4.13 are easily
derived, as is the proof of Theorem 4.10:
Proof of Theorem 4.10. Let F be any function on CP-relations defined from
functions SubW , Sq, and Sym and constructors _, %, and *. We have to show
that D > F(D) implies Dt for each compatible CP-relation D.
It is easy to observe, by induction on the definition of F, that F(D)(SubW _
SqW _ Sym)* (D), so D > F(D) implies D > (SubW _ SqW _ Sym)* (D).
By Corollary 4.13 this implies that D whenever D - . K
D. Proofs for Section 5
Lemma D.1. If DE then nr(D)$nr(E).
Lemma D.2. Let D be a CP-relation and E =def D & - . Then nr(D)=nr(E).
Proof of Lemma 5.2. We have to prove that, for each CP-relation D and each
transition (P, D) ww(M, :) (P$, D$) , there is a transition (P, D) ww(N, ;) (P", D") #
nr(D) such that M f N, :=;_M , and
(P$, D$)(SubW _ SqW _ Sym)* (D)(P"_M , DMP, : & fn(P"_M)).
We prove this by induction on M. If (P, D) ww(M, :) (P$, D$) # nr(D) then the
lemma holds with N =def M, ; =def :, and (P", D") =def (P$, D$) , since (SubW _
SqW _ Sym)* (D) is reflexive. If (P, D) ww
(M, :) (P$, D$)  nr(D) then, by defini-
tion, there is some (P, D) ww(L, #) (P$$$, D$$$) such that
M d3 f L :=#_M (P$, D$) D (P$$$_M , DMP, : & fn(P$$$_M)) . (24)
By the inductive hypothesis applied to (P, D) ww(L, #) (P$$$, D$$$) , there is some
(P, D) ww(N, ;) (P", D") # nr(D) with
L f N #=;_L (P$$$, D$$$)(SubW _ SqW _ Sym)*
(D)(P"_L , DLP, # & fn(P"_L)). (25)
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We are in the conditions to apply Corollary C.10 (taking (Q, E) =def (P, D) ), thus
obtaining
(P$$$_M , DMP, : & fn(P$$$_M))(SubW _ SqW _ Sym)*
(D)(P"_M , DMP, : & fn(P"_M)) .
From this and (24) we infer by weak transitivity
(P$, D$)(SubW _ SqW _ Sym)* (D)(P"_M , DMP, : & fn(P"_M)) ,
where the processes are compatible by Lemma C.5. This concludes the proof since,
from (24) and (25), we get M d3 f N and :=;_M . K
Lemmas D.3 and D.4 show that nonredundant transitions are closed w.r.t.
injective substitutions and alpha conversion.
Lemma D.3. Let D be a CP-relation closed for injective substitutions and let _
be an injective substitution. We have:
1. If A ww(M, :) A$ # nr(D) and bn(:) is neutral for _, then there is some
A_ www(M$, :$) A" # nr(D) with M$ df M_, :$=:__M$ , and A"=A$__M$ ;
2. The converse; i.e., if A_ www(M$, :$) A" # nr(D) and bn(:$) is neutral for _,
then there is some A ww(M, :) A$ # nr(D) with M$ df M_, :$=:__M$ and A"=A$__M$ .
Lemma D.4. Suppose that D is closed for injective substitutions and that (P, D)
ww(M, :) (P$, D$) is a variant of (P, D) ww(M, :$) (P", D") . Then (P, D) ww(M, :)
(P$, D$) # nr(D) iff (P, D) ww(M, :$) (P", D") # nr(D).
Proof of Lemma 5.3. Suppose (P, D)  (Q, E) and (P, D) ww(M, :) (P$, D$) #
nr() with bn(:) & fn(Q)=<. We have to show that there is some (Q, E) ww(M, :)
(Q$, E$) # nr() such that (P$, D$) (Q$, E$) . One proves this by induction
on M. K
D.1. Proofs for Section 5.1.
Lemma D.5. If D is an nr-bisimulation then D & - is also.
Proof of Theorem 5.8. We have to show that =nr . For the inclusion
nr it is sufficient to observe that, by Lemma 5.3,  is an nr-bisimulation.
Since  - , we obtain nr by definition of nr . For the inclusion nr ,
we show that if D is an nr -bisimulation and if D - then D > (SubW _
SqW _ Sym)* (D). Then, by Theorem 4.10, we have D. Since this is true for
each compatible nr -bisimulation, by Lemma 5.6 we obtain nr .
Suppose (P, D) D (Q, E) and (P, D) ww(M, :) (P$, D$) with bn(:) & fn(Q)
=<. We will find a matching transition from (Q, E) . By Lemma 5.2, there is a
transition (P, D) ww(N, ;) (P", D") # nr(D) such that M f N, :=;_M , and
(P$, D$)(SubW _ SqW _ Sym)* (D)(P"_M , DMP, : & fn(P"_M)). (26)
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By definition of nr-bisimulation some (Q, E) ww
(N, ;) (Q$, E$) # nr(D) exists such
that (P", D") D (Q$, E$) . Hence also (P", D")(SubW _ SqW _ Sym)* (D)
(Q$, E$). We can apply Lemma C.9, obtaining
(P"_M , DMP, : & fn(P"_M))
(SubW _ SqW _ Sym)* (D)(Q$_M , (D _ E)M(P, Q), : & fn(Q$_M)).
Finally, from this and (26), by weak transitivity,
(P$, DMP, : & fn(P$))
(SubW _ SqW _ Sym)* (D)(Q$_M , (D _ E)M(P, Q), : & fn(Q$_M))
(these two states are compatible by Lemma C.5). We can therefore conclude that
transition (Q, E) ww(N, ;) (Q$, E$) matches transition (P, D) ww(M, :) (P$, D$). K
The next lemma will be used in later proofs.
Lemma D.6. Suppose that D is weak transitive and that D$. If A  B and
A ww(M, :) A$ # nr(D) with bn(:) & fn(B)=< then there is B$ such that B ww(M, :) B$ #
nr(D) and A$  B$.
E. Proofs for Section 6
We present some basic results on active names. Lemma E.1 assures us that the
definition of active names makes sens; the other lemmas and corollaries of this
section describe properties of active means that are exploited in later proofs.
Lemma E.1. Functional , introduced in Definition 6.1 to define anD , is monotone on
the CPO (complete partial order) of the functions on CP-relations.
Lemma E.2. If D$E then anD anE .
Proof. Let  be the functional introduced in Definition 6.1 to define anD . We
show that (anE )anE . This means that anE is a prefixed point of function  and
hence that anD anE , since anD is its least (pre) fixed point. We have:
(anE )(A)=[by definition of ]
. fn(M, :) _ (anE (A$)&bn(:))[since nr(D)nr(E)
[M, :, A$: A ww
(M, :)
A$ # nr(D)] by Lemma D.1]
. fn(M, :) _ (anE (A$)&bn(:))=[by definition of anE ]
[M, :, A$: A ww
(M, :)
A$ # nr(E)]
anE (A). K
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Lemma E.3. Let D be any CP-relation. Then anD (A)fn(A).
Proof. Let  be the functional introduced in Definition 6.1 to define anD .
Proceeding as in the proof of Lemma E.2, it is possible to show that (fn)fn. So
fn is a prefixed-point of functional  and hence anD fn, since anD is its least
(pre)fixed point. K
Lemma E.4. If z  anD (A) and A ww
(M, :) A$ # nr(D) with z  bn(:), then also
z  anD (A$).
Corollary E.5. Let D be a CP-relation and E =def D & - . Then anD =anE .
Lemma E.6. Let D be an CP-relation closed for injective substitution and _ be an
injective substitution. Then anD (A_)=anD (A) _.
Proof. Let an: CP  2N be the function defined as
an(B)= ,
[\ injective substitution]
anD (B\) \&1.
We prove that an is a prefixed point of functional  introduced in Definition 6.1 to
define anD . From this, it follows that anD (B)an(B) for all B, since anD is its least
(pre)fixed point. Therefore, anD (B)anD (B\) \&1 for each constrained process B
and each injective substitution \. By taking B =def A and \ =def _ we obtain anD (A) _
anD (A_) and, for B =
def A_ and \ =def _&1, we obtain anD(A_)anD (A) _, which
implies the thesis. To show that an is a prefixed point of the function , we need
to prove
(an)(B)an(B)= ,
[\ injective substitution]
anD (B\) \&1.
For this, we show that (an)(B)anD (B\) \&1, for all injective substitutions \.
Suppose n # (an)(B); then by the definition of  there is some B ww(M, :) B$ # nr(D)
with
n # fn(:, M) _ (an(B$)&bn(:)). (27)
We can suppose bn(:) neutral for \, otherwise we can find a variant of B ww(M, :) B$
which satisfies this condition and such that (27) still holds. From the definition of
an and some simple set properties,
fn(:, M) _ (an(B$)&bn(:))
= ,
[ injective substitution]
fn(:, M) _ (anD (B$) &1&bn(:)).
From this and (27), we obtain that for each injective substitution ,
n # fn(:, M) _ (anD (B$) &1&bn(:)).
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In particular, this is true for  =
def \, so we have
n # fn(:, M) _ (anD (B$\) \&1&bn(:)). (28)
By Lemma D.3, D ww(M, :) B$ # nr(D) and bn(:) neutral for \ imply B\ www(M$, :$) B$\
# nr(D) with M$ df M\ and :$=:\_M$ . Since fn(:, M)=fn(:$, M$) \&1, from
(28) we have
n # (fn(:$, M$) _ (anD (B$\)&bn(:))) \&1anD (B\) \&1,
which concludes the proof. K
Lemma E.7. Suppose a CP-relation D is weak transitive, closed for injective
substitution, and that D. If A  B then anD (A)=anD (B).
Proof. Let an: CP  2N be the function so defined
an(A)= ,
[B : A  B]
anD (B).
Proceeding as in the proof of the previous lemma, we prove that an is a prefixed
point of function  (introduced in Definition 6.1 to define anD ). From this, it
follows that anD (A)an(A), since anD is its least (pre)fixed point. Then we can
conclude anD (A)anD (B) from these implications:
anD (A)an(A) O [by definition of an]
anD (A) ,
[C : A  C]
anD (C) O _since A  B
implies ,
[C : AC]
anD (C)anD (B)&
anD (A)anD (B).
Similarly, anD (B)anD (A), which concludes the proof. K
Proof of Lemma 6.2. We should prove that A  B implies an(A)=an(B).
This is a consequence of Lemma E.7 (and of the closure of  for substitutions and
weak transitivity). K
Proof of Lemma 6.3. We have to prove that x # an(A) iff A % (&x) A.
For the if case, it is simple to show that A  (&x) A implies x  an(A). In fact,
by Lemma 6.2, A  (&x) A implies an(A)=an((&x) A) and hence x  an((&x) A)
(which is true by Lemma E.3) implies x  an(A).
The only if case is more complex. Let D be defined as
D =
def [(A, (&x) A) : x  an(A)].
One shows that D > SqW (SubW (D)). K
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E.1. Proofs for Section 6.1
Lemma E.8. If A an B then A  B.
Proof. Let A0 an B0 . Then A0 - B0 and there is some an -bisimulation D such
that A0 D B0 .
Now we define function an: CP  2N. The definition is similar to the definition
of function anD , but it is based on normalised transitions rather than on nonredundant
ones. Intuitively, function an returns the names which are active w.r.t. normalised tran-
sitions. Function an is the least fixed point of the monotone function : (CP  2N)
 (CP  2N) defined as follows:
( f )(A)= . fn(M, :) _ ( f (A$)&bn(:)).
[M, :, A$ : A @ww
(M, :)
D A$]
We omit the proof that function  is monotone, and hence that an is well defined.
We now define relation E as follows:
E =
def [(A_A , B_B) : A_A - B_B and A D B and _A , _B
are injective and coincide on an(A) & an(B)].
We show that E > (SubW _ SqW _ Sym)* (E). This is sufficient to conclude that
A0  B0 , since (A0 , B0) # D (by hypothesis on D), DE (by the definition of E),
and E (by Theorem 4.10).
Let A =def (P, D) and B =def (Q, E) be two constrained processes such that A D B
and let _A and _B be two injective substitutions which coincide on an(A) & an(B)
and such that A_A E B_B .
We should prove that, for each transition A_A www
(M$, :$) A$, with bn(:$) & fn(B_B)
=<, there is a matching transition from B. We consider only bound output tran-
sitions, since input transitions are similar and free transitions are simpler.
Suppose A_A www
(M$, c (w)) A$. We can suppose that w is fresh, i.e., w  fn(A, B) and
neutral for _A and _B ; if w is not fresh, we can work with variants. By Lemma C.4,
A_A www
(M$, c (w)) A$ implies A www(M, a (w)) A" with
M$ df M_A c=_M$(_A(a)) A$=A"_A _M$ . (29)
Let y =def min[N&fn(P)]. Then, we can consider the variant of A www(M, a (w)) A"
which uses y as bound name, namely A www(M, a ( y)) A"[ ywwy]. Hence, by Lemma
5.2, there exists a transition A www(N, b ( y)) A$$$ # nr(D & - ) with M f N, _M(b)=a
and, if A$$$ =def (P$$$, D$$$),
A"[ ywwy] (SubW _ SqW _ Sym)* (D & - )(P$$$_M , DMP, a ( y) & fn(P$$$_M)) .
(30)
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By Lemma D.2, nr(D & - )=nr(D), so A www(N, b ( y)) A$$$ is also in nr(D). By defini-
tion of normalised transitions,
A www
(N, b (v))
D A$$$[vyyv],
where v =def min[N&anD (A)]. Since D is an an-bisimulation and A D B, there
must be some transition
B www
(N, b (v))
D B"
such that A$$$[vyyv] D B". By definition of normalised transitions, we have
B www
(N, b (z))
B$$$ # nr(D),
where z =def min[N&fn(B)], v=min[N&anD (B)], and B"=B$$$[vzzv]. We can
rewrite A$$$[vyyv] D B" as follows:
A$$$[vyyv] D B$$$[vzzv]. (31)
Let us consider the variant of the transition of B which uses w as bound name,
namely B www(N, b (w)) B$$$[wyyw]. By Lemma C.4 there exists a transition
B_B www
(N$, d (w))
B$$$[wyyw] _B_N$
with N$ df N_B and d=_N$(_B(b)).
Let B$$$ =def (Q$$$, E$$$). We show that the above transition from B_B matches that
from A_A ; for this, we need to prove that M$ f N$, c=_M$(d ) and
A$(SubW _ SqW _ Sym)* (E)(Q$$$[wyyw] _B_M$ ,
(D_A _ E_B)M$(P_A, Q_B), c (w) & fn(Q$$$[wyyw] _B_M$)). (32)
The proofs that M$ f N$ and c=_M$(d ) are easy; it remains to prove (32). We do
this in the remainder of the proof. First, we prove that
A$$$[wyyw] _A E B$$$[wzzw] _B . (33)
By definition of E, this holds if:
1. A$$$[wyyw] _A - B$$$[wzzw] _B ,
2. A$$$[wyyw] _A=(A$$$[vyyv]) _$A for _$A =
def [wvywvy] _A ,
3. B$$$[wzzw] _A=(B$$$[vzzv]) _$B for _$B =
def [wvzwvz] _B ,
4. A$$$[vyyv] D B$$$[vzzv], and
5. _$A and _$B are injective and coincide on an(A$$$[vyyv]) & an(B$$$[vzzv]).
We show that each of these requirements is true.
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Requirement 1. Above, we have derived transition B_B www
(N$, d (w)) B$$$[wzzw] _B_N$
from transition B www(N, b (z)) B$$$. Analogously, from A www(N, b ( y)) A$$$ it is possible to
derive A_A www
(N$, d (w)) A$$$[wyyw] _A _N$ . Then, by A_A - B_B and Lemma C.5,
A$$$[wyyw] _A_N$ - B$$$[wzzw] _B_N$ . (34)
Since B$$$[wyyw]=B$$$[wzzw] _N and since N$ df N_B , by Lemma A.6 sub-
stitution _B_N$ is injective on B$$$[wzzw]. Since _B is an injective substitution by
hypothesis, _N$ has to be injective on B$$$[wzzw] _B .
Analogously, _N$ is injective on A$$$[wyyw] _A . Hence, we can apply Lemma
C.2 to (34), obtaining A$$$[wyyw] _A - B$$$[wzzw] _B .
Requirement 2. We have:
A$$$[vyyv] _$A =[by definition of _$A]
A$$$[vyyv][wvywvy] _A=[since [vyyv][wvywvy]=[wyyw]]
A$$$[wyyw] _A .
Requirement 3. Similar to the proof of Requirement 2.
Requirement 4. This is (31).
Requirement 5. Substitutions _$A and _$B are injective. Suppose now n #
an(A$$$[vyyv]) & an(B$$$[vzzv]). By definition of an,
an(A$$$[vyyv])an(A) _ [v] an(B$$$[vzzv])an(B) _ [v].
We now distinguish two cases: n=v and n # an(A) & an(B).
Case n=v. Since w is neutral for _A and _B , we have _$A(v)=_A(w)=w=
_B(w)=_$B(v).
Case n # an(A) & an(B). It mus be n  [w, y, z]; in fact w, y  fn(A) and hence w,
y  an(A) and, similarly, w, z  an(B). Hence, by definition of _$A and of _$B , we have
_$A(n)=_A(n)=_B(n)=_$B(n).
Therefore _$A and _$B coincide on (an(A) & an(B)) _ [v]$an(A$$$[vyyv]) &
an(B$$$[vzzv]).
This concludes the proof of (33). From it, by applying substitution _N we can
deduce
A$$$[wyyw] _A_N SubW (E) B$$$[wzzw] _B_N (35)
(the two processes are compatible due to (34)).
Now we prove that
A$(SubW _ SqW _ Sym)* (E)
(P$$$[wyyw] _A_M$ , (D_A)M$P_A , c (w) & fn(P$$$[wyyw] _A_M$)). (36)
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Since D & - E, from (30) we deduce
A"[ ywwy] (SubW _ SqW _ Sym)* (E)(P$$$_M , DMP, a ( y) & fn(P$$$_M)).
Hence, by applying injective substitution [ ywwy],
A"(SubW _ SqW _ Sym)* (E)
(P$$$_M[ ywwy], (DMP, a ( y) & fn(P$$$_M))[ ywwy]).
By Lemma A.12, this can be rewritten as
A"(SubW _ SqW _ Sym)* (E)
(P$$$_M[ ywwy], DMP, a ( y)[ ywwy] & fn(P$$$_M[ ywwy])).
Moreover, P$$$_M[ywwy]=P$$$[ ywwy] _M since y, w  n(M), and DMP, a ( y)[ ywwy]
=DMP, a (w) since y, w  fn(P) _ n(D, M) _ [c]. Therefore,
A"(SubW _ SqW _ Sym)* (E)
(P$$$[ ywwy] _M , DMP, a (w) & fn(P$$$[ ywwy] _M)). (37)
By definition of DMP, a (w) and Lemma A.6, substitution _A _M$ is injective on D
M
P, a (w) .
Then _A _M$ respects DMP, a (w) , so we can apply this substitution to (37), obtaining
A"_A _M$(SubW _ SqW _ Sym)* (E)
(P$$$[ ywwy] _M _A _M$ , (DMP, a (w) & fn(P$$$[ ywwy] _M)) _A _M$).
Since _A_$M is injective on fn(P$$$[ ywwy] _M), we can apply Lemma A.12, obtaining
A"_A _M$(SubW _ SqW _ Sym)* (E)
(P$$$[ ywwy] _M _A_M$ , DMp, a (w) _A_M$ & fn(P$$$[ ywwy] _M_A _M$)).
But this is the same as (36), since
v A$=A"_A_M$ by (29),
v _M_A_M$=_A_M$ by Lemma A.4, and
v DMP, a (w) _A_M$=(D_A)
M$
P_A , c (w)
by Lemma A.14.
This concludes the proof of (36).
We can now finally close the proof of this lemma. By definition of E we have that
A_A - B_B . Moreover, transitions
A_A www
(M$, c (w)) A$ A_A www
(N$, d (w)) A$$$[wyyw] _A_N$
B_B www
(N$, d (w)) B$$$[wzzw] _B_N$
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have been derived. We already know that M$ f N$ and that c=_M$(d). Finally, we
have proved (35) and (36). So, all the hypotheses of Lemma C.12 are satisfies, and
(32) is the thesis of that Lemma. This concludes the proof. K
Lemma E.8 proves an implication of Theorem 6.7; we postpone the proof of the
opposite implication to the next appendix.
F. Proofs for Section 7
Lemma F.1. Let D be an equivalence on constrained processes that is closed for
injective substitutions. Then A 8(D) B implies anD (A)=anD (B).
Lemma F.2. If D1 , D2 , and E are CP-relations such that D1 $D2 and E is closed
for abD1 -injective substitutions, then E is also closed for anD2 -injective substitutions.
Proof of Lemma 7.8. We have to show that if D is an equivalence closed for
anD -injective substitutions, then also 8(D) is an equivalence closed for an8(D) -
injective substitutions.
Starting from the hypothesis that D is an equivalence, the proof that 8(D) is an
equivalence is standard. So we just show that 8(D) is closed for anD -injective sub-
stitutions. This implies the thesis; in fact 8(D) is closed also for an8(D) -injective
substitutions by Lemma F.2, since 8(D)D.
To prove that 8(D) is closed for anD -injective substitutions, we consider CP-rela-
tion E defined as follows
E =
def[(A_A , B_B) : A 8(D) B and _A , _B
are injective and coincide on anD (A) & anD (B)]
and we show that E is a prefixed point of function 9D . Then E=8(D), since
8(D)E and 8(D) is the greatest (pre)fixed-point of 9D .
Suppose A0 E B0 . Then there are processes A and B and injective substitutions
_A and _B which coincide on anD (A) & anD (B), such that A0=A_A , B0=B_0 and
A 8(D) B. We show that A0 9D (E) B0 .
Suppose A0 @www
(M0 , :0)
D A$0 . We show that there is some B0 @www
(M0 , :0)
D B$0 such
that A$0 E B$0 . We only consider the case of a bound output actions. Let
v =def min[N&anD (A)] v0 =
def
min[N&anD (A0)]
y =def min[N&fn(A)] y0 =
def
min[N&fn(A0)]
z =def min[N&fn(B)] z0 =
def
min[N&fn(B0)]
and let w be a fresh name, i.e.,
w  fn(A, B, A0 , B0) _ [ y, z, v, y0 , z0 , v0] and w neutral for _A and _B .
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Since A0 @www
(M0 , :0)
D A$0 , by definition of normalised transition it must be :0=
x0 (v0) for some x0 ; so we have
A0 @wwww
(M0, x0 (v0))
D A$0 .
Again by definition of normalised transitions, we have A0 wwww
(M0 , x0 ( y0)) A$0[ y0 
v0 v0 y0] # nr(D).
By Lemma D.4, A0 wwww
(M0 , x0 (w)) A"0 # nr(D) with
A"0 =A$0[ y0 v0 v0 y0][wy0 y0 w]
(38)
A$0=A"0[wy0 y0 w][ y0 v0 v0 y0].
By Lemma D.3, there is some A wwww(M, x (w)) A" # nr(D) such that
M0 df M_A x0=_M0(_A(x)) A"0=A"_A_M0 . (39)
By Lemma D.4, A www(M, x ( y)) A"[wyyw] # nr(D), and, by definition of normalised
transitions,
A @www
(M, x (v))
D A$,
where
A$=A"[wyyw][ yvvy] A"=A$[ yvvy][wyyw]. (40)
Since A 8(D) B and 8(D) is a fixed point of 9D , there is some
B @www
(M, x (v))
D B$
such that A$ 8(D) B$.
Now we work in the inverse direction, and deduce B0 @wwww
(M0 , x0 (v0))
D B$0 from
B @www(M, x (v)) D B$. By definition of normalised transitions and by Lemma D.4, we
have
B www
(M, x (w))
B" # nr(D)
with
B$=B"[wzzw][zvvz] B"=B$[zvvz][wzzw]. (41)
By Lemma D.3, there is some B0 wwww
(M0 , x0 (w)) B"0 # nr(D) such that
B"0=B"_B_M0 . (42)
Notice that, since n(M)anD (A) & anD (B), then M_A=M_B , so M0 df M_B .
Similarly, x0=_M0(_B(x)).
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Now we show that
v0=min[N&anD (B)]. (43)
We know that anD (A)=anD (B) by Lemma F.1; since _A and _B coincide on
anD (A) & anD (B), it also holds that anD (A) _A=anD (A) _B . By Lemma E.6 this
implies anD (A0)=anD (B0). Then (43) is true since v0=min[N&anD (A0)].
So, by Lemma D.4 and definition of normalised transitions,
B0 @wwww
(M0 , x0 (v0))
D B$0
with
B"0=B$0[z0 v0 v0z0][wz0 z0 w] B$0=B"0[wz0 z0 w][z0 v0 v0 z0]. (44)
It remains to show that A$0 E B$0 .
Since A$ 8(D) B$, it is sufficient to prove that there exist two injective substitu-
tions _$A and _$B which coincide on anD (A$) & anD (B$) and such that A$0=A$_$A and
B$0=B$_$B . Now we will exhibit two substitutions which satisfy all the required
properties, excepts that they are not injective; however they are injective on fn(A$, B$),
which is sufficient: in fact, it is possible to make the two substitutions injective by
changing their behaviour on N&fn(A$, B$), and this preserver the other properties.
The two substitutions are
_$A=[ yvvy][wyyw] _A_M0[wy0 y0w][ y0 v0 v0 y0]
and
_$B=[zvvz][wzzw] _B_M0[wz0 z0w][z0 v0 v0 z0].
Equality A$0=A$_$A holds by (38), (39) and (40), whereas B$0=B$_$B holds by (44),
(42) and (41).
We omit the proof that _$A and _$B coincide on anD (A) & anD (B) and that they
are respectively injective on fn(A$) and fn(B$). This concludes the proof that A$0 E B$0 .
We have shown that A0 @www
(M0 , :0)
D A$0 implies B0 @www
(M0 , :0)
D B$0 with A$0 E B$0 .
Similarly, B0 @www
(M0 , :0)
D B$0 implies A0 @www
(M0 , :0)
D A$0 with A$0 E B$0 . We also have
A0 D B0 since A D B and D is closed for anD-injective substitutions. This implies
A0 8D (E) B0 and concludes the proof. K
We omit the proof of Lemma 7.7 since it involves a reasoning which is similar to
the previous proof.
Proof of Corollary 7.9. We have to show that  & & - . This is done by
proving, by transfinite induction, that 8i: this proves that  & . Finally,
 - by definition of . K
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We can now prove Theorem 6.7, from Section 6.
Proof of Theorem 6.7. We have to show that  and an coincide. Inclusion
an  is given by Lemma E.8. Inclusion an is given by Corollary 7.9 and
Corollary 7.4. K
Finally, the proof of Theorem 7.5.
The Proof of Theorem 7.5. We should prove that & & - =. By Corollary 7.9,
 & & - . By Corollary 7.4, & is an an -bisimulation and hence & & -  by
Theorem 6.7. K
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